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Preface
Since its beginning in conjunction with machines, the field of Artificial Intelligence has
been very much stamped by the desire to bring cognitive human abilities to machine,
for example, to represent knowledge, to reason, to plan, to understand, to take logical
conclusions, and to learn. In the last 70 years, many suggestions have been made, papers
written, and simulations produced
However, the meaning of Artificial Intelligence has changed in the last years dramatically. Whereas the original idea is still alive - it concerns the simulation as well as the
realisation of cognitive (human) abilities as mentioned above (so-called strong AI), the
recent achievements in hard-/software as well as the more and more efficient management
of masses of data (or “Big Data”) have intersected Artificial Intelligence and have led
to a new discipline that is called weak AI. Here, data is understood as to be the centric
element, while scientific and technical aspects of AI serve as a supporting instrument. Together with recent achievements in hardware (storage, high-performance computing) and
the understanding of the potential of a machine intelligence, the industrial and academic
importance has significantly increased.
The course aimed to give an overview of the AI-field (Day 1) as well as to demonstrate
the above mentioned situation by means of a selected example of both a weak AI (⇒ Data
Mining; Day 2) and a strong AI (⇒ Disambiguation of ambiguous sentences; Day 3). This
was followed by 4 units about selected concepts of Natural Language Processing. The
second goal has been to discuss future aspects of Artificial Intelligence in a workshop. Students have expressed their opinions about, e.g., chances, risks and challenges, advantages
and disadvantages, and so on.
The following document is the outcome of this Workshop. The interested reader will find
24 AI-related presentations made by 24 enthusiastic students.
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AI in Finance
Adam Haziq Bin Mohd Arshad
In todays world of big data, information of every single little thing is being collected in
almost anything. Many things are abstract to quantify, but in the financial world, cash is
king. Transactions are recorded, and patterns can be found through them.
Humans currently still sift through these data, or have to manually craft algorithms in
order to detect patterns. However, humans are slow, imperfect, and sometimes miss hidden
details in monitoring compared to computers. With almost everything computerized, it
will help a lot to make things be found instantly. On the other hand, crafted algorithms
are sometimes too specific in their task, fail at extreme cases or miss out the context that
goes behind the underlying data. We can see how there is concern in the use of AI in
this industry as many things can go wrong. Nevertheless, it can still be beneficial, and
safeguards can be implemented to avoid the drawbacks.
One of the things that AI is used for in detecting fraud. Each time there is a credit
card transaction, the bank sends the data to a centralized data center. This data can
be processed to determine if any suspicious patterns are to be found. With the amount
of transactions going about each day, it will be almost impossible for this to be done by
man. Making custom algorithms and triggers also would not be feasible. We can use AI
to see if there are any patterns to detect and with that, humans are able to verify that the
transaction is in fact legitimate. Thus, we can see clusters of transactions that is possibly
fraudulent with AI.
Another thing is to detect patterns in the stock market. We can see that the market is
sometimes unpredictable, however there is underlying principles that helps makes it move.
One of the indicators of the value of the stock is the companies financial reports. Apart
from that, we can also rely on how the company responds to certain events. This can be
the statement by the CEO, or twitter posts by the company for update. Usually, people
will just read and listen to these statements by the company and respond accordingly, but
this becomes a race against others in order to find the value of the company to dictate its
price.
There is a lot of data on how we see humans communicate. If we get computers to
understand how we speak and write with AI, we can help speed up how these things are
done. This can be done with Natural Language Processing. By analyzing the statements
of the company with AI, we can almost instantly detect the sentiment of the company.
With this, the investor does not have to spend too much time sifting through the details of
the company and can react much faster if a news is significant. This will allow decisions to
be sped up much faster and allow the companys expected outcome to be more accurately
determined.
Let of now think of the dangers. If we imagine AI as humans behind the thought process,
the same problems that plague having humans can also be applied to AI. The first one is
mistakes. Humans make mistakes, but AI makes mistakes faster. We have to be aware of
the limitations of AI and have ways to make sure mistakes can be corrected. The second
one is malicious AI. AI can be made that are detrimental to the market and this might
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require the authorities and companies to regulate what decisions the AI are allowed to
make. With this, AI can be beneficial but we still have to be cautious on the risks
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AI and the visually impaired
Alethea Ho Yu Xian
Artificial intelligence has been around since the 1950s and has evolved significantly. It
brought about many new products for the everyday users. Homes are getting smarter,
offices and factories are becoming more efficient and the creative processes being influenced
greatly in the arts scene. However, though small in numbers, this group of people would
benefit immensely from artificial intelligence and thus should not be forgotten. Visual
impairment comes in many forms, the person could be completely blind or could suffer
from partial vision loss. Though we have infrastructural considerations and community
support for this group of people, they are still unable to be as independent as a well sighted
person.
Artificial intelligence can bring about a lot of benefits for visually impaired users. The
first benefit is that it allows them to be more independent. Camera vision has been
the hot topic lately. It can be paired up with sensors on the mobile phone to allow for
the visually impaired to navigate from point A to point B safely. By making use of the
phone?s camera and a navigation system, the camera can make use of machine learning
algorithms to provide cross junction information like traffic light colours or signs, allow
for curb detection or even provide descriptions of the surroundings so that the user can
create a mental image of where they are located. By providing all this information to the
user, they need not rely on asking around for help to cross the road or require assistance
when commuting to their desired destination.
Camera vision not only can help with navigation, but it can also recognize familiar faces
and the expressions that they have. For example, if a visually impaired user meets their
loved one in a cafe outside, they can use the camera to scan the room. The camera can
then match the faces around them to the database of people that the visually impaired
stored as loved ones. Upon matching the face to one in the database, the camera can
detect what mood that person is in by using machine learning. This allows the visually
impaired to have more autonomy as they would not have to rely on someone telling them
who they are and how they feel. Camera vision backed with a good machine learning
algorithm can also allow for text readouts of signages, packaging, menu boards or any
non-braille information.
With the use of camera vision backed with a good machine learning algorithm, these
visually impaired users can navigate, recognize their loved ones and their expressions,
read out non-braille information and possibly be able to do many more things in the
future. The visually impaired users not only get their own autonomy and independence
but with this independence, it can reduce the stress on their caregivers or reducing the
need of having to train guide dogs to aid them in navigation.
Other than using cameras with artificial intelligence, we can make use of artificial intelligence for adaptive accessibility on the visually impaired user?s phone. The phone can
gather data and trends of what apps the user uses when doing a specific activity. For
example, if the phone detects that the user is walking, it can prompt the user and check if
the navigation app needs to be opened. The phone can also gather trends of accessibility
usages in different environments. If the user is in a quiet environment, the phone can
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turn the voice over volume down so as not to be a disturbance. If the user is in a bright
environment, the brightness and contrast of the screen could be calibrated. When faced
with a noisy environment, the phone can turn on tactile vibration so that it can help the
user realize that an audio instruction is going to be announced and the user can bring
the phone up closer to the ear. All these possibilities of forming trends and making use
of it to change certain functions of the phone would bring about great convenience to the
visually impaired. It could possibly cut down the time they need to find where things are
on the phone and instead be able to focus more on what is happening around them.
However, all technology comes with its own issues. The amount of data used to identify
objects, buildings, people and text requires a lot of personal information to be stored on
an online database. This makes it easy for data breaches and not everyone may be very
comfortable having so much personal data on the web. However, I feel that if the system
has a good security system encrypting it and people are educated on the security levels
and what potential information could be leaked, then we would feel safer using these kinds
of apps. An example would be how WhatsApp?s terms and conditions threw people into
panic mode, thinking that Facebook would be able to access a lot of their data, and causing
them to abandon WhatsApp. If the company came out and told the public how their data
would be still secure and what data can possibly be leaked if there was a breach in the
system, the public would probably not have reacted so adversely. This can be applied to
camera vision apps for the visually impaired too and hopefully people use this piece of
technology for the good of mankind and not to harm.
Another possible drawback of relying on artificial intelligence is that we could lose the
human touch. As the mobile phone coupled with artificial intelligence grows to become a
smart assistant for the visually impaired, it reduces the chance of them interacting with
people around them or needing to have a caregiver. There would be no more random
conversations with people who help them cross the road or with those who help them pick
out something from the shelves in the supermarket. It could possibly lower the chances of
their loved ones taking time off to bring them to run errands as the visually impaired are
now more independent. This could be bad in the sense that they would not have as much
conversation or interaction with other people and result in them leading more ?lonely? lives
or secluding themselves. However, I think this can be easily solved. This advancement
in technology with the help of artificial intelligence does not stop them for reaching out
to people around them for conversation. It can in fact increase their independence and
mobility so they can go out to meet more friends, instead of having to trouble someone to
bring them out just to run important errands or having to trouble someone to bring them
to meet their friends. This independence which results in better mobility allows them to
be more socially active. They can now go and meet people for coffee as they wish or go
on walks around the neighbourhood with the help of camera vision. Their loved ones can
still make a point to take time off to bring them out.
After weighing the pros and cons of artificial intelligence used to help the visually impaired,
I think that it is a double-edged sword. If wielded correctly, like working to get a good
security system for these apps would make people using it feel safe, these apps coupled
with artificial intelligence would do more benefit to mankind than harm.
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Cognitive Computing: Advances & Novel Applications
Anirudha Achutrao Deogaonkar
Cognitive-inspired computing is to understand and replicate the essence of human intelligence, which enables humans to perform both mundane and specialized tasks, and computers to perform tasks at a level that rivals human performance. Meanwhile cognitiveinspired computing involves human cognition and machine cognition, which is also multidisciplinary including cognitive science, neuroscience, data science, Internet of things
(IoT), network science, machine learning (ML) and cloud computing. Social science and
natural science lines of research are complementary and helping to accelerate cognitiveinspired discoveries and innovation applications. Cognitive-inspired computing integrates
and merges multidiscipline. Considering that cognitive-inspired computing embodies major brain behaviours of natural intelligence, it comes to an emerging paradigm of intelligent computing methodologies and has been one of the most popular trends in healthcare
technology. Cognitive-inspired computing also plays a significant role in improving communications between people and machines, and has prompted the development of new
models.
It is obvious that cognitive-inspired computing enables a large class of applications and has
emerged with a great potential to change our life and improve users experience. However
recent advances on AI, edge computing, big data, and cognitive computational theory
show that multidisciplinary cognitive inspired computing still struggles with fundamental,
long-standing problems. How to enhance human cognitive computing performance with
ML, common sense, intelligent interaction, data security and novel applications is worth
exploring.
Our goal is to shed light in the multifaceted aspects of this emerging paradigm, including
solutions for cognitive-inspired systems, computing modes, data processing and analysis
schemes, security and privacy issues, as well as its application to building smart and
sustainable cities and society.
AI-Assisted cognitive computing
Assisted by AI and big data analysis, cognitive computing enables a machine to possess
certain degree of brain-like cognitive intelligence, which helps the computers to understand
and cognize the objective world from the perspective of human thinking.
Voice print
Voice print is one of the unique characters for human identification. And voice print
recognition is able to recognize human voice prints automatically, which is then used to
identify the speakers in cognitive computing systems. In order to improve the recognition
accuracy of speaker in the scenario of smart home with high speed and low resource
demand. A text-independent speaker verification model which adopts one convolution
layer, two bilateral long short-term memory (LSTM) layers and one fully connected layer.
The model also has four characteristics for realistic scenarios: 1. low demand for enrolment
speech segments, 2. Low power consumption while real-time computation, 3. Stronger
discriminating ability than human 4. Text-independency for diverse application scenarios.
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And the proposed scheme also provides lighten network that can embed in power-limited
device to support distributed edge computing in IoT.
Cognitive computing with Robot technology
Robot technology has become an important symbol to measure the level of scientific technological innovation and high-end manufacturing. The new trend in social development
indicates that the new generation of robot system will simulate human beings from more
aspects in the future. Considering the localization and navigation with mobile robotics,
C. M.J.M. Dourado Junior et al. develops an online IoT-based system utilizing convolutional neural networks (CNN) to extract the images topological mapping method in the
exploration environment, which confers the centralization of processing, reducing costs
and allowing reuse of the robots idle computing power. And the robot can send information in real time through a location web service, thereby passing the weight of the
processing to a cloud solution, and leaving only the communications and controls with
the robot itself. The IoT-based system offers ease in the learning process with the topological map, customization of the selection process for the extraction and classification
techniques, optimizing the navigation tasks and minimization of the hardware embedded
in the robot.
Cognitive-inspired intelligent health analysis
The multidisciplinary fusion of technologies including AI, big data analysis, edge intelligence and natural language processing enables cognitive-inspired computing to determine
the mode and the relation of a disease from data. As for medical professionals, a medical
cognitive system can be utilized to assist in diagnosis and to make decision using various
types of data and contents in order to take appropriate operation.
Parkinsons disease (PD) automatic identification
It has been proposed the application of recurrence plots to map signals onto the image
domain, which are further used to feed a CNN for learning proper information. The
scheme provides a way to comprehensively analyze different data.
Feature extracting of diseases
It is an important step to provide accurate decision and improve treatment effectiveness.
Focusing on feature extractors of cardiac arrhythmias in electrocardiograms (ECG), L.
B. Marinho et al. proposes an approach to detect cardiac arrhythmias, including feature
extraction techniques of Fourier, Goertzel, higher order statistics (HOS), and structural
co-occurrence matrix (SCM). Furthermore, the association for the advancement of medical
instrumentation protocol and the arrhythmia database for producing reliable results are
adopted for clinical analysis.
In cognitive systems, the cooperation between human and machine is intrinsic, which is
able to ensure that medical institutions obtain more values from data and solve complicated problems. In order to measure sickness symptoms including physiological changes
in human body, A. Somrak et al. presents a user study of the effects of virtual reality
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(VR) techniques and user experiences, which is watched on four different head mounted
displays (HMDs) and on the 2D television as a reference display. In order to assess VR
sickness discomfort levels, the simulator sickness questionnaire (SSQ) and user experience
questionnaire (UEQ) are used, which shows that there is a strong correlation between subjective units of distress scale (SUDS) and total SSQ score, and presence of VR Sickness
symptoms affects the user experience.
Summary
Cognitive computing has several advantages like cognitive-inspired computing involves
human cognition and machine cognition, which is also multidisciplinary including cognitive science, neuroscience, data science, Internet of things (IoT), network science, machine learning (ML) and cloud computing It prompted the development of new models for
human-machine interactions cognitive-inspired computing promotes the multidisciplinary
advancements, which crosses and stimulates many subjects and research fields such as
linguistics, psychology, artificial intelligence (AI), philosophy, neuroscience and anthropology. Cognitive computing plays important role in healthcare, security and privacy, robot
technology, etc. Talking about the problems with cognitive computing & AI, as we are now
highly developed in AI, big data, edge computing, etc. still it the struggles with fundamental, long-standing problems regardless of recent advancements in technology Problems
like how to enhance human cognitive computing performance with ML, common sense,
intelligent interaction, data security and novel applications needs to investigates extensively.
So all in all, although there are so many things needs to investigate more, cognitive
computing and AI is highly in favour of humanity due its wide range of applications
to make human life more easy to live on.
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AI & Climate Change, Water Security, and Clean Air
Arunkumar Amirthaganesan
The present ozone depleting substance levels might be the most noteworthy in 3 million
years. If current Paris Understanding promises are kept, worldwide normal temperatures
in 2100 are as yet expected to be 3 degrees Celsius above pre-modern levels, well over the
objectives to keep away from the most noticeably terrible effects of environmental change.
AI can possibly change the manner by which environmental change is handled. In clean
force, for instance, AI is being utilized to coordinate with energy age and request continuously, acknowledging all the more completely the capability of keen matrices, diminishing
eccentrics, and expanding proficiency, power adjusting, use, and capacity of sustainable
energy. For instance, Agder Energi is utilizing AI and the Cloud to foresee and plan
for changing energy needs in Norway, especially given the quickly expanding entrance of
electric vehicles. Such methodologies can likewise bring down the requirement for overabundance ’inactive’ limit. Neural organizations for inexhaustible force are additionally
being created to improve the energy effectiveness and dependability.
Inside structures, AI calculations are additionally being sent to break down information
from a large number of keen sensors and meters to give forecasts on energy utilization
prerequisites and cost24. AI is additionally being utilized to give hear-able sign responsive
lighting and warming from structures to roads to streamline energy use, while JTC25
of Singapore is utilizing AI to screen, break down and advance energy productivity in
structures. AI calculations are additionally being utilized at the plan stage to demonstrate
energy proficient structure design further streamlining structures’ effectiveness in both the
creation and, more significant, being used stage.
Key contemplations for boosting ecological effect incorporate creating cooperative energies
with mass travel arrangements and guaranteeing that AV armadas are indeed additionally
zero-emanations armadas.
Water security
By 2030, we may miss the mark concerning the measure of freshwater expected to help the
worldwide economy as contamination and environmental change influence the worldwide
water cycle.
Water is at the nexus of food, energy, climate and metropolitan issues. Empowered by
AI, researchers and architects can reproduce the exhibition of supplies and task water
utilization for a geological region, in mix with climate figures, settling on better educated
strategy choices. Fearlessness Water Examination, in the mean time, is consolidating AI
with industry knowledge and operational connections to oversee savvy meter resources.
Their methodology empowers them to recognize spills, comprehend water streams continuously, and see whether meters are failing. Somewhere else, Water Brilliant Programming
offers an information examination stage, using AI, to furnish utilities with data and procedures, including the capacity to check water streams or spot anomalies41. Also, Flo
Innovations utilizes AI to give realtime information on water quality sending cautions to
client’s cell phones.
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Syracuse, N.Y. utilizes an AI framework to break down its maturing water foundation
to distinguish explicit areas of releases inclined lines to repair 42. While Water Planet’s
IntelliFlux consolidates AI to break down information from pressure sensors and decide
ideal execution of filtration frameworks, limiting water misfortune.
Just as supply and proficiency, AI - working with satellite information - can help figure
climate designs and break down soil and surface water conditions to anticipate dry season
conditions to help individuals and areas affected44. Researchers can likewise utilize AI
joined with actual models to lead water plan situations and assess capital speculations,
emergency the executives plan, and possible results of water-arranging choices.
Clean air
Around 92% of the world’s kin live in places that neglect to meet World Wellbeing Association (WHO) air quality rules. The WHO has announced that around 7 million individuals
die yearly from openness to air contamination one passing out of each eight universally.
For clean air arrangements, a portion of the early models concentrated around filtration
and catch. For filtration, air purifiers (for example ARCADYA’s) use AI to record air
quality and climate information progressively and adjust filtration productivity. AI applications are additionally driving advances progressively air quality observing; for instance,
the organization AirTick utilizes cell phone cameras as an intermediary for air contamination sensors outfitting picture acknowledgment and machine calculations to investigate
pictures across a city with ease. Somewhere else, air contamination determining apparatuses are being created by fire up AirVisual, IBM, and Microsoft for urban areas like
Beijing47. IBM’s Green Skylines activity joins AI and IoT, bridling information from air
quality stations and more inescapable sources, for example, traffic frameworks, climate
satellites, and stations, just as mechanical movement, geological guides, and even webbased media, to create prescient examination for 2 to 7-multi day forecasts48. Both IBM’s
and Microsoft’s apparatuses mix conventional physical science based models of environmental science and climate with AI models.
As far as air quality alarms, such AI-based frameworks would now be able to give figures
of asset concentrated and contaminating practices. Recreations controlled by AI can
empower occupants of metropolitan regions, like Beijing, to get alerts about air quality.
Additionally, the utilization of AI in new associated stages that outfit information from
vehicles, radar sensors, and cameras to enhance traffic stream in metropolitan zones is
likewise improving air contamination because of its effect on diminishing fixed vehicles
and stop-start driving.50 as far as versatility, AI is likewise being utilized to streamline
progressed battery configuration to improve the adequacy and productivity of electric
vehicles, whose expanded take-up will additionally improve air quality.
Conclusion
AI frameworks, and their capacity to control machines naturally and distantly, have gotten
the public’s creative mind. The chance for AI to be saddled to profit mankind and its
current circumstance is considerable. The insight and efficiency gains that AI will convey
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can open new answers for society’s most squeezing ecological difficulties: environmental
change, biodiversity, sea wellbeing, water the executives, air contamination, and flexibility,
among others.
Nonetheless, AI innovation additionally can possibly intensify and compound a considerable lot of the dangers we face today. To be certain that AI is created and administered
astutely, government and industry pioneers should guarantee the security, explainability,
straightforwardness and legitimacy of AI applications. It is occupant on specialists, AI analysts, innovation pioneers and AI adopters in industry the same to energize organizations
that procure trust and maintain a strategic distance from maltreatment of the common
agreement.
Accomplishing this requires a collective exertion to guarantee that as AI advances, its
concept of a decent future is adjusted to human qualities and typifies a future that is ok
for mankind altogether regards its kin and their planet.
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Future of AI in Additive Manufacturing
Balaraman Rajesh Kumar
For more than 30 years, the concept of 3D printing technology became popular among consumers and manufacturing industries. For example, in automobile and aerospace discrete
manufacturing industries, the process of layering different materials, like plastic, metal
or concrete, to develop a new product outcome using computer-aided modelled (CAD)
designs, named as Additive Manufacturing (AM). The advancement of AM technology is
extremely versatile which provides the benefits of designing and creating the prototype
model of custom parts in a miniature scale model to visualize the large design products for
consumers. This paves the path for saving time and materials, for detecting the defects,
and for enhancing the fabrication efficiency in the pre-fabrication stage of large design
parts. However, the end-market users still facing the challenges to adoption of AM are a)
the certification of finished products and hindering commercial future uptake; b) the standardisation and quality of materials inputs; and c) unknown quality of printed components
[1].
AM/3D printing technology is a game-changing technology and an integral part of Industry 4.0 that is consistently evolving and searching for improving new solutions of product
innovation with the advancements of smart manufacturing through iterative design capabilities [2]. It involves numerous and complex variables to be monitored and controlled in
process to achieve acceptable level of accuracy in printing. These complex problems can
be predicting and resolving with the help of emerging new amazing digital system-oriented
Industry 4.0 technologies, such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT), big
data. When the 3D printing technology combines with Artificial Intelligence (AI), there
are various exciting applications and opportunities arising for the futuristic development
of smart manufacturing. One of the major application of data analytics is to convert the
data into actionable knowledge that can be used for material screening, build monitoring
and post-build characterisation with few iterations possible and accelerate the AM development timeline. Structuring data that adheres to FAIR principles i.e., Findable (describe
data in a repository and apply persistent identifiers), Accessible (consider what data will
be shared and perform risk management), Interoperable (common metadata standards
and consistent vocabulary) and Reusable (apply appropriate license and consider permitted use) [3]. The idea of AI is that a machine can identify and solve a problem based on
data and previous experiences without human intervention. Through AI, which encompasses machine learning (ML), neural networks (NN), automation or artificial vision, the
performance of a 3D printer can be increases by reducing the defects and accommodating automated production management [4]. The automation of the 3D printing workflow
is comprised with various steps: 1) creation of a model as CAD file; 2) preparation for
printing paths; and 3) final printing from the 3D printer. These time-consuming routine
manual tasks can be programmed with the help of AI for data collection, cost tracking and
planning construction. Even the part material selection process can also be automated
with AI where the software can provide possible material recommendations to be used
for achieving best results. For discovering new materials, machine learning and predictive
modelling, a powerful subset of AI, can be applied to accelerate the process and create a
structure with the desired functions and properties [5].
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Artificial Intelligence help to improve the 3D printing efficiencies such as the quality of
a part, evaluate digital models for industrial 3D printing production, and minimise the
knowledge barrier threshold for 3D printing. The combination of AI and AM technology
can be able to detect the defects and avoid those errors in the pre-fabrication stage itself.
This, in turn, will save time and expense cost, and limited materials wastage during
printing process. Using high-resolution camera and CT scan data, the possible errors like
streaks, pits, divots, and other patterns can be recorded on each layer where Machine
Learning can learn to predict the problems and detect defects in the printing process. In
current trends, the real-time printing control and predictive maintenance are the major
research areas ongoing to develop dynamic 3D printers for determining the errors to achieve
zero-waste approach and predicting the remaining lifetime of a specific parts. From realtime defect detection, the 3D printing defects like stringing can be identified through
Neural Networks by analysing video captured during printing process. Deep Convolutional
Neural Network is trained to recognise the stringing issue on a live environment [6]. After
collecting the defect datasets, various data augmentation techniques are applying to create
new synthetic data with meaningful information. Secondly, Predictive maintenance is
a technique that collects, analyse the data accurately predict the remaining lifetime of
specific parts and products. Through Machine learning, the part replacement schedule can
be proactively identified with the help of maintenance records, sensor data from machines,
and weather data. Therefore, the problem can be found and implement a fix before
a failure. These techniques play a dominant role in discrete manufacturing industries
like automotive and aerospace where they are spending more for maintenance and repair.
Future of AI in additive manufacturing, there are few key trends that will define the future
advancements of AM are 1) Additive software innovation that link the crucial steps from
ordering, part design, build preparation, production planning, monitoring, and delivery,
will drive AM AI forward into industrialisation; 2) Focus on machine connectivity should
be increased to easier integrate and connect with the production floor and improve process
reliability with limiting collaboration/human intervention; 3) Convergence of AM and AI
continued to develop AI-based vision system and optimise the load paths using generative
design, and automate the manual tasks such as data collection through machine learning;
4) the next wave of development will drive distributed manufacturing which focuses on
digital inventories with software foundation. With the tighter convergence with machine
learning, there are advanced connectivity with hardware, greater interoperability for the
lot of exciting new developments [7].
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Is AI pro or against Human Mankind?
Bauyrzhan Ibragimov
The Artificial Intelligence (AI) is rapidly becoming the part of our everyday life: search
engines, social networks, streaming services, smartphones, video surveillance in the buildings and the buildings themselves utilize the AI for various purposes. It is worth noting
at this point that the AI which is mainly used nowadays refers to a weak AI that only
addresses the narrow tasks (e.g. speech recognition, image classification, etc.) and covers the statistical methods, data mining, machine learning and deep learning algorithms.
However, the initial goal of many scientists in the previous decades was to create a strong
AI that can perform the cognitive tasks in the same manner as the human brain does.
The process of development and integration of the weak AI has already gained momentum
while the future of strong AI remains quite unclear, although many researchers believe
that the world is on the verge of new discoveries in this area and the breakthroughs can be
expected in the near future. For the weak AI, one can easily find the examples where it is
used for the benefits of people, society, environment and nature: predictive maintenance
systems, image classification for surveillance cameras, cancer prediction and in general, it
helps people to do the work more efficiently. However, it is difficult to claim that the AI
is entirely beneficial for the humanity and the purpose of this abstract is to emphasize the
idea that along with the benefits, AI poses a threat to humanity. The further paragraphs
will speculate on possible ways by which the AI can harm humans.
First of all, we can divide the the potential threats into two categories: direct and indirect.
As the names suggest, the direct threats are the ones that comes from the system or
technology which utilizes the AI algorithms while the indirect ones refer to the possible
effects of using the AI in general. The following points describe the direct risks of AI:
1. The most sceptic prediction is one of the popular plots of many science fiction books
in which the AI overtakes the humans in intellectual race and dominates over humanity. In fact the Strong AI, if it will be created, will be more powerful than the
human brain since it will not be bounded by the limits of human body. Just as
nowadays weak AI algorithms outperform human abilities in the specific tasks, the
strong AI will also be more intelligent because it depends only on the computational
power. Moreover, since the creation of strong AI is itself a cognitive task, the AI will
be able to do this task and continuously self-improve in faster and efficient manner.
2. AI is widely used for military purposes, especially for designing the autonomous
weapons that are programmed to kill and destroy. In the hands of terrorists, it
might become a massive threat to the entire countries. It is clear that this kind of
risk exists with the current level of development of weapons, however, the risk grows
extensively with the level of AI systems.
3. AI system can choose a destructive method to perform the beneficial task. This
danger may appear if the vague goal with uncertain restrictions will be set for the
AI. The self-driving car can be chosen as an example: without the road map and
the driving rules, the car can decide to drive the user by the shortest straight path
and it still will be aligned with the final goal.
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Apart from the above mentioned threats, AI can also have an indirect effects:
1. Economic impact: researchers mention the unemployment and the inequality as the
results of the increasing level of involvement of AI systems in industrial applications.
Plenty of studies have been conducted to predict the types of jobs that will be
automated in the near future and results forecast the disruption of the labour market.
In the similar manner as the 3rd industrial revolution, the AI progress will lead to
the retraining of the population which in turn will cause the inequality.
2. Legal and ethical issues: people are already experiencing some of the downsides of
AI-driven systems. For example, the popular machine learning tools used for face
recognition and image classification purposes are also being utilized for the ‘’deepfake” technology that can swap or alter the faces of people in any videos and images.
In the recent years, many celebrities have became the victims of such falsifications
which damaged their reputations. Apart from that, many of the tech giants like
Facebook, Google, Amazon are being criticized for unethical use of personal information of their users. In fact, the law enforcement cannot pick up the pace of the
recent progress of AI and there are simply no any regulations for the new technologies
entering the markets.
To sum up, the emerging AI technologies are capable of bringing the major risks that
can threaten the humanity. Therefore, it is a vital task for the researchers and industry
leaders to acknowledge the potential problems and to be prepared to solve them.
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AI & its Future
Cai Xinyu
Why does AI become popular in recent years?
In recent years, Artificial intelligence (AI) has become one of the most popular topics
around world. Actually, AI is not a new concept for the world but why AI can become
one of the most important technology in a short time? I think the reasons might be:
1. Firstly, achievements on study of cybernetics and neural networks provide fundamental condition for AI;
2. Rapid development of computer, Micro-electromechanical Systems (MEMS) as well
as internet increases the communication between people and things. There is a need
for more intelligent solutions for complex but huge volume of data;
3. Development of some other algorithm such as Gaussian Process, Kalman Filter,
Gradient Descent, etc, provide basis for the application of AI.
How does AI influence the world?
AI has become famous to the world since AlphaGo defeated Lee Sedol in the Go game
in 2016, who is considered to be the best mankind Go game player. Except AI receives
reputation in gaming, researchers have also succeeded to apply this technology into other
fields such as data mining, forecasting, autonomous driving, medical service, economic
analysis, trading, and so on. AI is changing the world in a way that this has never
happened in this history of mankind. Taking autonomous driving as an example, one of
the most critical technologies of autonomous driving is machine perception, meaning that
the vehicle should be able to know how to interface with the environment surrounded.
By training with AI, computer vision becomes smarter in a way that they are able to
recognize different item from the picture or video.
How is AI doing in robotics field
Robotic technology is also a very hot topic for the public. Traditionally, the controlling
strategy is quite limited to a linearized and simple condition. And most controllers are designed by studying the dynamic model. In this way, the robot has very limited application
since their limited robustness. For example, outdoor environment is full of unexpected
disturbance, which will change the dynamical behavior. A good solution inspired by AI
is that the dynamic model can be amended according to the state and input provided by
onboard sensors of the robot (example can be found from Atlas of Boston Dynamics).
Other solution provided by AI to robotics including robotic vision, state estimation, modelling and controlling. Even though we can only see very limited influence of AI in robotic
product comparing to other applications such as gaming or Chatbot, researcher are trying
to apply this technology into robotic development.
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How is the relationship of AI and mankind in future
Some people worried that AI will probably against the mankind in future and this happens
in many fiction movies. My prediction is that AI will become the most powerful and
intelligent tool for human beings in a way that they can solve many problems which
cannot be solved by mankind. Even though there are still foreseeable problems between
AI and mankind as AI develops, it will never replace or even rule people as the movie The
Matrix shown.
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AI & Chatbots
Chen Ju-Ku
Intro
A chatbot is a product application used to lead an on-line visit discussion by means of
text or text-to-discourse, in lieu of giving direct contact a live human specialist. A chatbot
is a kind of programming that can mechanize discussions and cooperate with individuals
through informing stages. Intended to convincingly reenact the manner in which a human
would carry on as a conversational accomplice, chatbot frameworks normally require persistent tuning and testing, and numerous underway stay incapable to sufficiently speak or
breeze through the business standard Turing assessment. The expression ‘’ChatterBot”
was initially begat by Michael Mauldin (maker of the primary Verbot) in 1994 to depict
these conversational projects.
Chatbots are utilized in discourse frameworks for different purposes including client care,
demand directing, or data gathering. While some chatbot applications utilize broad wordorder measures, regular language processors, and modern AI, others just output for general
catchphrases and produce reactions utilizing normal expressions acquired from a related
library or data set.
Most chatbots are gotten to on-line by means of site popups or through menial helpers.
They can be characterized into utilization classes that include: trade (web based business
through visit), schooling, amusement, money, wellbeing, news, and profitability.
Advantages
1. Improve Customer Service: Chatbots can help you gather important information
from clients by collaborating with them. This incorporates acquiring experiences
about its exercises, inclinations, issues, and so forth The information can be arranged
to locate the most widely recognized questions and comprehend the data clients are
looking for. With a chatbot, you can give criticism to the association, and you can
design enhancements by drawing a few derivations from the information. In view of
the information furnished by the chatbot connecting with the client, client explicit
objectives can be arranged. At the point when you can undoubtedly tackle their
issues, they are bound to adhere to your image.
What’s more, talk bots can give intuitive correspondence. In talk bots, they can
likewise pose inquiries to comprehend genuine issues. Furthermore, notwithstanding
text and voice, they can likewise show clients rich substance, for example, item pages,
pictures, blog passages, instructional exercise recordings, and so on dependent on
their reactions to help them complete their excursion.
2. Increase Sales: You can use chatbots to provide immediate support to potential
customers. When their problem is resolved immediately, they may also take the
action you want. This may mean an increase in your potential customers, which
can translate into more sales. In addition, you can use chatbots to market your
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latest products and send updates to your customers. Promotions or updates are
sent directly to customers, which is a more personalized marketing model. This can
also increase your chances of generating sales.
3. Available in 24 hours: As indicated by Gartner research, client support is the main
factor for progress. In this manner, regardless of whether you are a global organization or a neighborhood organization, day in and day out top notch client care will
emphatically affect your consumer loyalty. The assistance of chatbots can improve
the client care measure. The robot can be modified to quickly give programmed
answers to dreary inquiries and forward solicitations to genuine individuals when
more unpredictable tasks are required. This permits human client care delegates
to save time and give help to more significant cases, instead of tedious straightforward errands. Likewise, with the assistance of chatbots, associations can deal with
more undertakings simultaneously, so there is no requirement for clients to stand by.
This will permit the organization to extend its business into new business sectors
worldwide without expanding the approaching solicitations to be handled.
Nobody likes to sit tight for an answer. At the point when clients have inquiries
regarding your items or administrations, they will rapidly become irritated if your
image can’t tackle the issue on schedule. The chatbot needn’t bother with any
rest. At the point when a client needs assistance, your organization can be there
even outside of ordinary working hours. Since individuals realize they can find
support without hanging tight for an email or voice message reaction, it can improve
consumer loyalty.
4. Save Money and time: One of the advantages of chatbots is that they can take
over numerous drawn-out and tedious undertakings that individuals are at present
performing. For those in these positions, this may seem like awful news, however it
could be something to be thankful for.
These assignments might be monotonous and relentless work for individuals, yet
regardless of whether the client is disappointed or pugnacious, the robot won’t ever
gripe. Individuals ought not consider chatbots as human test systems, however as
a superior method to address client issues. Chatbots may require a huge interest in
cash and time all along. In any case, over the long haul, chatbots can assist you
with robotizing client service tasks. The chatbot itself can answer every single basic
inquiry, and you can leave complex inquiries to the client service group. This is
probably the greatest benefit of chatbots. Not exclusively would you be able to set
aside cash, yet it can likewise help lessen the time client care specialists spend on
taking care of basic issues. Decreasing the staff size can help your association set
aside cash.
5. Improve Customer Satisfaction: Communication between customers and the company’s business is very important. They help shape consumers perceptions of your
business. Customer service executives may react differently to your customers based
on their mood. Moreover, if they are in a bad mood, they may end up giving your
customers an unsatisfactory experience. However, the chatbot will abide by the rules
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you set for it. This ensures that it will respond in the exact way you want at all
times. In addition, you can configure the chatbot to speak multiple languages. This
can also help your brand solve customer problems in other languages.
6. Cut down on human errors and release customers stress A typical certainty is that
human mistake is inescapable. There is a danger of blunder in manual work, which
may in the end prompt serious issues. Mistakes may happen when gathering client
data or sharing item value data. Chatbots are the most ideal approach to give
mistake free help and stay away from intricacies. Since the chatbot is customized
with all the data, there is no mistake. Chatbots can guarantee exactness. Most
buyers are ”dread” to contact the organization’s client assistance group. For certain
individuals, these calls are extremely awkward, while others feel disappointed, tedious or socially testing. A great many people incline toward ongoing visiting than
different channels. Furthermore, a few group will decide to utilize chatbots on the
grounds that individuals by and large feel that this is a quicker, more productive,
and customized arrangement.
Disadvantages
1. Lack Emotions: In contrast to people, a chatbot has no feelings. Notwithstanding,
they are really crucial for keep a discussion going the correct way. Your client care
chiefs can comprehend your clients’ feelings and react in like manner, however a
chatbot will be unable to do as such. Bots can be excessively mechanical. With
pre-customized discussions, they can deal with client demands when the progression
of the discussion follows a particular way. Yet, they will be unable to deal with when
the discussion takes a sudden turn. Since chatbots have no sentiments and feelings,
it can get basic for them to adequately connect with people now and again.
2. Difficult to Create: It is trying to make a chatbot without any preparation. It
necessitates that you put huge time and exertion into making it. You may likewise
have to make them code information to make a superior working chatbot.
3. Made to Handle First-Level Questions: One of the greatest disadvantages of chatbots
is that they have been designed to handle first-level questions only. They may not
be able to solve complex queries. You need to train them to converse with your
customers in the right way. You also need to structure and optimize your knowledge
base in a bot-friendly way. This will allow your chatbot to scan the content effectively
and pull out relevant solutions for each customer request. If your resource doesnt
include answers to a specific question by any customer, your bot may fail to address
the concerns that customer has. Chatbots are meant to act as a helping hand for
your customer support executives. It wouldnt be a great idea to rely solely on them
to provide all of the support.
4. Require Maintenance: Chatbots require progressing audit, upkeep, and advancement
as far as their insight base and the manner in which they should speak with your
clients. You need to take care of them with new, clever information (content) that
they can use to react to client demands and questions. They ought to have the
option to remove the most pertinent and accommodating substance to take care of
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your clients’ issues. For this, you need to break down the discussions your bots have
and distinguish the most widely recognized inquiries that your clients pose to them.
You would then be able to add answers to these inquiries to the information base.
In any case, it is difficult to follow and investigate each discussion your bot has.
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AI & Machine Learning for day-to-day choices and the data
collected to enable it
Chian Min Yu Nicole
Machine Learning used to assist mankind with day-to-day choices involves the extensive
collection of data which enables the system to learn and provide better decisions for an
assortment of situations. Ride sharing apps like Uber for example, automatically accepts
and allocates a specific driver to the rider, arranges routes for the driver and corrects the
price a rider pays in relation to the demand. All these are decided by machine learning
and enabled by real time data being processed to optimize the profit made by the company
and to maximize productivity. Internet search engines or video streaming websites collects
data from daily usage to recommend and filter content customized to the user. Artificial
Intelligence has therefore penetrated the daily lives of mankind and will continue to be
exponentially entwined in our lives. However, with the bulk of data collected to serve
the machine learning process, it might become a dangerous tool to mankind if we do
not control it well. Only if there are stringent regulations in widespread areas, and if
mankind remains in control of these tools, then, will it remain beneficial to mankind.
The overarching purpose of Artificial Intelligence should be to serve mankind and to
catalyse the progress of mankind, rather than outsmarting mankind. Furthermore, driven
by capitalistic nature, mankind will always seek ways to gain the most advantage and one
such tool very easily taken advantage of is artificial intelligence, especially by manipulating
the choices made by the vast majority.
Admittedly, in the short run, the idea of artificial intelligence and the efficiency it introduces brings delight to people. By gathering data regarding a users daily lives such as
the videos or searches we are interested in, online advertisement agencies can filter and
suggest targeted products at a user. This helps users to see what they are interested in
or suggest new items which they never knew they were interested in. By automatically
narrowing the choices for users, it effectively reduces the anxiety that one experiences
from being overloaded and bombarded by an abundance of choices. By pre-filtering information presented, it greatly decreases the stress that a user experiences in potentially
making a bad choice, giving them the self-confidence that they need to be committed to
their choice. Overall, it improves efficiency as less time is wasted on filtering the options
manually, leaving more time and energy for other more important tasks. Also, with a
decision being made with ease, humans derive a sense of achievement, giving them more
motivation to complete tasks ahead.
Also, by learning the dos and dont’s in society, machine learning enables a more cohesive society. One example of machine learning being utilised to remove and ban offensive
contents is YouTube. According to the Google Transparency report, from October to
December 2020, over 9 million videos which are of offensive nature have been removed.
Majority of them are flagged before any views and over 8.8 million contents are removed
through the automated systems (Google, n.d.). The sheer number of videos uploaded everyday far exceeds the rate at which humans can manually sieve through them. YouTube
has reported that before introducing machine learning in 2017, out of the videos flagged
and removed for violent extremism, only 8% was removed before it reached 10 views.
However, after the implementation of machine learning, majority of the videos have been
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removed (YouTube, 2018). Issues of discrimination, prejudices, hate-crimes, rape, radicalism continue to plague society, undermining what it means to have humanity. With the
increasingly accessible internet, individuals are easily radicalised through content on the
internet. These contents provide individuals with more conviction in their radical ideas
as other extremists are able to show support for them or bond over their like-mindedness.
As a result, society becomes more dangerous as detrimental ideas in the lurking starts to
resurface and gain control over individual mindsets, especially to young minds unable to
discern fake from real, right from wrong. By limiting the exposure that people have to
these offensive contents, especially young kids, mankind is one step further into creating
a more harmonious and homogenous society.
However, machine learning capabilities are built on an ever growing mountain of data
provided by the user’s actions: where they are, what they are consuming, their shopping
lists, routes taken and so on. As these data are uploaded into a database and the decisionmaking processes are left to the whims of machine learning algorithms, it creates new space
of weaknesses where hackers and cyberterrorists can get a hold of these information and
possibly manipulate the space to deliver higher level scams and ideas that gets increasingly
difficult to differentiate from reality as the systems complexity increases. As the system
builds up its security against existing cyber threats, so will the hacker’s tactics evolve to
overcome these protective walls, making these public more easily duped if they are unable
to keep up. This places the human society at risk of being in a constant state of fear and
uneasiness which heightens as mankind becomes more reliant on artificial intelligence and
the decisions they provide. Individuals therefore starts to lose their sense of privacy as
they realise that they are constantly being stalked. Every search item, every movement is
being recorded. However, this threat can be managed if there is a constant evolving series
of security checks being conducted to deter such evolving threats.
Furthermore, as current society is being driven by a capitalistic nature, abundance of
data is most often monopolized by profit driven capitalists who prioritises exploiting the
use of data or any given tool, in this case, artificial intelligence, to reap rewards. Today,
we see personal data being sold by hackers to the highest bidders, and this is will only
worsen as there is a higher demand for these data and systems. As a result, unknowing
individuals gets exploited as profit-driven decisions by the machine learning algorithm
are made. Hypothetically speaking for example, health insurance companies can obtain
data of individuals and their offsprings that shows the kind of diseases that they are more
susceptible to. These data can include family medical history or lifestyle choices. With
this information, health insurance companies can offer plans which are tuned to provide
more coverage for less prone illnesses and lesser coverage for the more prone illnesses.
Unassuming consumers of these tailored policies might be duped into thinking they are
getting sufficient coverage across all. Eventually, as the machine learning algorithm grows
in complexity, capitalists mindsets might end up putting more people at the losing end.
Hence, to minimise the possibility of monopolization and exploitation by capitalistic companies, regulatory agencies must put in place serious penalties in vast areas, ensuring that
most aspects are covered and decisions requiring a touch of humanity remains to be made
by humans.
Moreover, to the majority users that uses artificial intelligence in some aspect to make
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decisions, for example, recommended route, online content, food to consume, users simply
wait for the system to churn out an answer. In this aspect, as their personal thoughts
and processes do not matter to the algorithm, gradually, they start to lose more of their
autonomy over the decisions provided. As the automated systems becomes more complex,
the human minds become simpler. Individuals lose their ability to think for themselves and
eventually lose control over their own lives. Although these start off as simple decisions
that helps to improve the daily lives of individuals, however, as the reach of Artificial
Intelligence extends rapidly and the algorithm more capable of handling even more complex
data, the system can feed decisions for more important matters. At the rate the machine
can learn, Mankind might reach their maximum level of intellectual capabilities while
Artificial Intelligence continue getting smarter. In doomsday scenario, they could very
well eradicate mankind if they determine that the way to solve issues, for example viruses
spread, is to simply kill off all mankind. Therefore, it is essential that humans always
remain in control, ensuring a limit exists to which the system can learn progress. We
cannot relinquish all decisions and data to be made by the machine learning system.
Humans must continue to exercise their intelligence and autonomy to think and decide for
themselves else machines can outsmart us.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we believe that it is pro mankind in the current situation where artificial
intelligence involves the collection of data to assist mankind to make the less significant
daily choices in their day-to-day routine. However, as machine learning gets more advance
and more data is collected, it exposes loopholes for these data and influence in decisions to
be exploited against mankind. Hence, for it to remain pro mankind, stringent regulations
and guidelines must be implemented to ensure that humanity always remains in control
of the extent that machine learning can evolve to, ensuring that the technology is not
exploited and does not completely overtake mankind.
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Can you love a robot?
Francis Benjie L Castro
Introduction
The 1st Industrial Revolution mechanised the textile industry. Through electrification, the
2nd created factories that generated high volume production. The 3rd used electronics
and information technology to automate production leading to globalisation of businesses.
The 4th, at the start of the century, saw the rise of digitalisation of artificial intelligence
(AI), robotics, IoT, blockchain and crypto. It is said that the 5th Industrial Revolution, is
about personalisation, where deep, multi-level cooperation between people and machines
co-exists ([1]). Just how deep can this cooperation go?
Artificially Intelligent
Robotics and AI are not the same thing. Robotics is a branch of technology that deals with
programable machines to carry out repetitive tasks, independently or semi-independently.
AI is a branch of computer science that deals with computer programs to carry out tasks
that otherwise require human intelligence. In addition, very often AI is designed to handle
learning, perception, problem-solving, language understanding and reasoning. A rapidly
emerging trend is Artificial Intelligent Robots (AI-R) where robots are developed and
controlled with AI programs. It follows, that AI-R are the bridge between robotics and
AI ([2]).

The Future of Love
As AI-R flourish, with autonomous systems, such as unmanned aerial, water and land
crafts, becomes popular, human-robot relationship are becoming increasingly important.
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It is about how we interact and control the technology, from self-driving cars to..sex robots.
In todays world where we interact more online than offline, it is not unconceivable that
humans may start to develop humanly feelings with machines. In fact, it is said that
forming romantic and sexual relationships with robots will be widespread by 2050 ([3]).
Increasingly, companies, such as Vunclu in Japan and Abyss Creations in the US have
emerged and proposed themselves as future architects of human next intimacy evolution.
Lifelike products such as RealDoll, is designed and customized for users by Abyss Creations
to provide life-size mannequins. According to its creator Matt McMullen, the doll is “a
substitute partner() its purpose is, to create an illusion, or alternative to reality. These
RealDolls will have the ability to listen, remember and talk naturally, like a living person”
he said ([4]).
Matt McMullen further reasoned that there are many people out there for one reason or
another, who have difficult in forming traditional relationships with other people. RealDolls are AI-R developed to provide those people some level of companionship, or the
illusion of companionship.
Several authors and social psychologists appear to support such claims as todays answer
to loneliness and human intimacy. For instance, David Levy, author of the Love and Sex
with Robots postulated that love with robots will be as normal as love with other humans
and it will be a terrific service to mankind ([5]).
According to a survey in the UK, nearly 30% of UK relationships are sexless and growing
numbers are staying in unhappy marriages. People are increasingly lonely and the long
term effect can be fatal. For instance, loneliness is associated with a 50% increase in
mortality from any causes. This is equivalent to smoking 15 cigarette every day and even
more dangerous than obesity.6
Sexual or relationship AI-R are aimed to engage otherwise, lonely people in a compelling,
affective and sustaining way, not possibly achieved with other human beings. Although its
intentions are clearly positive, and designed to solve problems, just like any other AI-R,
it raises concerns on the way in which love is experienced.
Will AI-R take away a piece of humanity and how will the interactions affect genuine sex
and love? How will our perceptions and emotions change over time as humans?
Perspective
It will be difficult, if not possible, to precisely assess the impact of AI-R on morality and
ethics. Love is probably one of the most unique characteristic of the homo sapiens species.
The complex and deeply rooted universal affection, which sets us apart from other species,
is hard to understand even in todays advancement of technology and science. It is even
harder to replicate through computer programming into a mechanical device.
One thing for sure, you can become emotionally invested in an object. People can love
their car, a special childhood toy or a photo that hold special meaning for an individual.
This sort of attachment is entirely possible with an AI-R.
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Love is different for everyone, and is constantly shaped with another human being with
his or her own unique set of beliefs and value system, based on ones upbringing. The
combination of the personal and other factors, along with the combined interaction (love),
result in wide range of deep motivations and meanings, besides sexual intimacy. Overall
this makes the love experience with an individual special. This experience has not changed
for mankind since the beginning.
Love allow for growth, maturity and personal development, cultivated through a series
of situations and events, some may be positive at times, and negative in others. When
experiences are programmed into a robot to fully cater for individuals preferences, assume
mostly positive, this does not allow for personal growth; it may instead, foster more
individualism. In the long term, this may drive a more narcissistic society, which is
undesirable as the world can use more compassion.
Many breakthroughs in technology were unconceivable ideas at the time of conception.
It will take time for communities to accept alternatives that was designed to address a
market need, that has no variable solutions, to begin with. While AI-R will continue to
play an important role, so that we can make production more efficiently, safely and cost
effectively. The application of AI-R in human relationship requires more research and
understanding to assess its impact on humanity as a whole.
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Robots and AI: A Generic Point of View
Koppaka Ganesh Sai Apuroop
Out of many technological advancements that humans have created, robots are one of the
strongest technological innovations. Robots are created in order to assist humans in various
tasks. Later many types of robots were created to solve problems that are significant in
various industry domains such as cleaning, maintenance, defence, surveillance, healthcare
etc. Robots are developed to perform rudimentary tasks such as to pick and place things on
the industry floor, sorting packages out etc. But, as the complexity of the tasks increases,
it is important to understand that additional intelligence is required for these robots
to perform the given task with more efficiency. Nowadays, data is the most powerful
resource, hidden under the sheet. If correctly used, this data can be utilized to make
meaningful decisions. Let us consider an autonomous robot where the robot has to run
in an outdoor setting with high uncertainty. The robot can experience different types of
situations which a programmer might not be able to model. These kinds of situations can
be easily handled if the robots are equipped with additional intelligence. This additional
intelligence is enabled through the current advancements made in the field of Artificial
Intelligence(AI). AI depends on data and to support this let us come back to our selfdriving robot example. In order to make a decision during an uncertain situation, it is
important that the robot trains itself over many types of such similar situations and once
after learning over a certain set of scenarios, the robot will be able to make a decision if
it encounters any such situation in the future.
In todays situation, AI is used in many cases. Consider, an autonomous robot, it needs
to detect humans and other obstacles and should plan its path while avoiding a collision.
Literature shows that there are different ways to perform object detection and tracking,
that helps the robot for the aforementioned requirements. AI application is not only
limited to self-driving robots but also to robotic arms that are deployed in uncertain
environments, surveillance applications etc. Let us consider another application where the
robots are deployed for cleaning applications. These robots are usually commercial grade
with all the sensors equipped. The main intention of these robots is to cover as much
area as possible. A simple example where future AI can take part is that just consider
that the robot might need to bump into two people talking to perform the area cleaning
task. Normally, as a human, we might not interrupt two people talking by observing some
visual cues. If they are shouting at each other, with basic human instinct, we would not
go near them as they might trigger each other which may lead to a fight in which we may
get hurt if we are nearby. In the same way, robots should also need to understand the
basic emotions that the people around them are carrying. This detection of emotions can
be done based on AI. In the future, the AI can enable the robot to understand when to
interrupt humans to continue performing its given task.
The next important task is planning better paths in crowded places. If a programmer
adopts a generic path planning method, then it might not be suitable in the long run
as it might treat every area with equal importance in terms of cleaning. But, in reality,
the condition will be like that there might be areas that are frequented more by humans
and would require more concentration from the robot. So, there is a need for an adaptive
path planning strategy that can address this issue. AI can help in addressing such kind of
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scenario by understanding the walking patterns of humans. With extensive cleaning, the
robot must also be able to decide when to change its cleaning pads or empty its vacuum
bin. Also, with complex systems in place, it is important for the operator to know when
to change the parts or even predict when the part might go wrong. If we dont know when
the robot might end up in a system-down situation, it will be difficult to arrange for a
proper backup. To address this kind of situation, AI can be used to perform predictive
maintenance. The AI can train itself over the failure distributions of the robot parts and
then can predict the failure time provided that it has learnt over enough distribution data.
There are a lot of applications that can be pursued just by deploying cleaning robots in
different places, say, in houses or commercial settings.
This brings us to another question as to whether these high efficient robots will replace
human jobs in the future. Let us consider the same cleaning robot situation. Normally,
the cleaning robots are sold to perform repetitive cleaning that is usually taken up by
manual labour. This argument is like two sides of the coin. On one side it is believed
that these cleaning robots will completely wipe human cleaners out of the picture. This
means humans would lose jobs almost everywhere there is a requirement for cleaning. The
other side of the coin has an explanation too. In order for these robots to be super smart
through AI and to make every decision on the go, it would require a complex network of
sensors and heavy computational power. This would steeply increase the price of the robot
thus making it commercially unviable. In order to avoid that, usually, these robots can
come with basic AI and a necessary sensor network whose operations can be continuously
monitored by a human operator. The human operator hear can be someone who has
experience with cleaning tasks. This proposes that human cleaners can become cleaning
robot supervisors. This is a trade-off as if a better AI comes into the picture then the
jobs can be at stake but if the commercial aspect of selling robots is considered then the
human cleaners can be part of this system as robot supervisors.
As mentioned earlier, the data generated through all these robots are humongous and can
be used to make important decisions. If AI in the future becomes self-aware, it might even
use this data to plan things against humans. Because a self-aware AI learns everything
from what it sees including the possibility of observing no ethics and lying. If these are
learnt by the AI system, then it can result in a greater catastrophe. Data protection is
also important and sometimes this humongous data might make the AI data nauseous
crippling its ability to predict due to poor relation among the data points. Without a
proper format of data, the current AI methods cannot work with full efficiency. So, it is
a possible situation that future AI might not be impacted due to poor data quality even
though there is a lot of data.
In conclusion, as every coin has two sides, there are detrimental and advantageous situations that AI can put us in in the future. It is up to us as humans to drive the change
towards a positive side.
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Artificial Intelligence in Manufacturing
Lee Tong Hua
Introduction
The manufacturing line is usually a fast-paced environment where every single second
matters to the companys revenue. In such environment, the production lines are constantly racing against time to meet customers demand and delivery deadlines. Hence,
these companies couldnt afford any stop time to production due to external factors such
as machine downtime, long timeline for prototyping, etc. Quality of their products are
usually assessed based on sampling and the quality assurance for the whole lot of products
are assigned based on these sampled sizes. In order to improve efficiency in manufacturing,
AI solutions can be employed to speed up production, predict possible machine downtimes
as well as for assessment of the quality for the finished products.
Role of AI in the manufacturing industry?
Currently, AI had been deployed in several sectors for the manufacturing industry. Some
of such examples are as follow,
1. Prototyping: Companies had incorporated AI into their prototyping process. By
implementing AI into prototyping, the machine can predict the best optimized design
for a given problem. Users need only to input their desired input and outcome and
the algorithm will do the rest for the users. This saves up a huge amount of time for
design optimization and unnecessary simulations. By doing so, rapid prototyping
becomes a reality for companies dealing with complex problems and design on a
regular basis.
2. Quality Assurance: By using advanced imaging comparison technology, companies
can now identify discrepancies and differences between individual products that may
be undetectable to human eyes. Through using such technology, companies are able
to maintain a consistent quality for their products which is beneficial in many levels
for the business. This ranges from customer satisfaction to the companys image and
reputation.
3. Maintenance of Equipment: AI can be used to predict which components needs to be
replaced for the machines in the production line based on previous maintenance data.
Machine learning can also be employed to create an algorithm to identify potential
problems before it arises using historical data. This will allow maintenance staff
to work more efficiently and solve potential problems before it starts to escalate.
In the companys point of view, this also translates to lower occurrence of machine
downtime hence, improving the production lines efficiency.
Real Time Monitoring
Real time monitoring is probably one of the most valuable addition to the manufacturing
line that AI could provide. This goes from predicting when a machine in the production
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line requires maintenance to predicting the production volume based on data reporting
consumer patterns. By implementing AI in this area, companies can avoid possible downtimes in production due to machine breaking down or over-production of certain product.
This helps save companies a lot of unnecessary cost and helps make the production process
much more efficient. Manpower previously employed for these purposes could be deployed
to other roles so as to maximize the work efficiency of the workers in the company. Using
AI in this area will be extremely beneficial for both on a strategic and tactical level.
Impact of AI to the labor market manufacturing industry?
It is true that the increase of usage in AI to implement automation and integrating it into
various aspects of the production line will affect the labor market in this area. Manpower
traditionally employed for manual assembly and operation purposes such as technicians
and operators might lose their position in the company. However, there are new roles
available and in demand due to these changes. These new roles might include AI specialists, companies might also look for experts in the different field to complement their
AI solution to maximize efficiency in production. It is also subjective to the companys
managements as to whether the lower tier workers will lose their job. The amount of
money amassed through cost savings due to the AI solutions could be used to upgrade
the skills of these workers. The companies could then deploy these newly trained workers
for different roles across the companys department. This will also create a better sense of
purpose and fulfilment for the workers.
Possible Risk and Challenges
1. Human Factor: Although boasting a good reputation for its ability to improve the
efficiency and performance in various areas, AI solutions are still viewed as a tool
to replace human labor in companies. Workers in the companies might have to be
educated in how the AI tools will simplify their job and that, they will not lose their
job in the company with possible chances of a role switch within the company. It
is only when the company as a collective is able to accept AI solutions as a tool
beneficial for each individual, then the company will be able to use the AI tools
efficiently.
2. Safety Issues: It is a fact that robotics tools are much more efficient and precise than
a human being could be in manual labor such as assembly of products. Malfunctions
in machines, however, do occur. Companies have to setup limitations to the degree
of freedom the machines could work by themselves and that safety measures have to
be implemented when malfunction occurs.
3. Cyberattacks on Companies: Cyberattacks by hackers possibly employed by rival
companies could be a huge risk to the companys production operation. Proper
security measures must be applied to the systems so as to prevent potential hacking
into the system resulting in lost time for production leading to huge monetary loss
for the company. The companys reputation and trust could be lost in the publics
view as well if their systems are hacked and reported to various news medias.
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The Good, the bad and the Ugly
Lee Yi Shu Jotham
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an umbrella term that involves simulating human intelligence
in digital computers. Learning and problem solving are the core concepts of AI, and it is
a trait any modern AI should possess. Strong and Weak AI are levels or cognition of the
machine and currently all AI are weak AI. Strong AI generalized level of intelligence in
which a machine can learn any task a human can. However, the focus of this summary
will be on weak AI. Weak AI are designed to overcome specific tasks and are extremely
powerful, ironically to its name. [1]
The widespread use and acceptance of AI has also brought about some undesired impacts.
AI is used in many technology companies and even our daily lives, many of us completely
unaware they exist and we interact on a daily basis. The area of customer support has been
revolutionized by AI driven chat bots, these bots are able to simulate a person chatting
to the user. The bot is able to suggest questions and answers that apply to the majority
of the customers.

Figure 1: Taken from intercom.com ([2])

These bots can filter out complex customers and reduce holding times as well as improve
the total efficiency of the department. They learn by breaking down an input statement
into chunks of classified words that have been assigned a certain meaning. They have been
trained via supervised machine learning and can output a sequence that can be understood
by the machine. For example: ‘’I would like to update my bank card details” , this is
broken into ‘’Update”, ‘Bank card’ and ‘Details’. The AI then knows the area is updating
bank card details and would proceed to suggest replies. They have such great potential
and many companies have integrated chat bots to reduce company costs and save time.
However, this also raises issues with the workforce. Many jobs in customer support are
now redundant, these bots are able to function 24/7 and a typical 20 customer support
office can now run fine with 5 humans and the chat bot. This causes many unskilled
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workers to be left jobless and have to find employment in other industries.
Perhaps another industry having issues with AI is the media and social media. The
birth of big data, powerful consumer computers and easily accessible software, deepfake
is another name that is infamous. Deep faking leverages on techniques from machine
learning to manipulate and artificially create moving images based on a single photo.
This can be applied to a single photo or a moving picture. Initially it is a captivating
concept, allowing us to digitally edit someone else with our face, or a movie with us as the
main protagonist. The benefits can be using a deepfake for a cast member that is unwell
in terms of hollywood, or even preserving a memory of a loved one. Deep faking works
by training multiple images of a persons face, all angles would be captured and able to be
replicated by the network unto some video. The concept is simple, the purpose is clear.
However, the repercussions are much more vast than its benefits. Deep faking wide accessibility to anyone, literally anyone on the internet can deepfake some video, there is little
to no regulation. This causes issues with fake news, fake photos, false accusations and
many more. From fake porn videos to celebrities being deepfaked, even tom cruise was
deep faked and people couldn’t tell [3]. This is also a huge problem with the news and
social media industry. Deep faking images is one thing, but the same concept applies to
text as opposed to images. A sequence of text goes through a decoding phase much like
the chat bots and the text is generated that mimics a humans writing. This can be used
for fake likes and fake comments in social media just as facebook is also making its own
deepfake ([4])
A fake news page can get many comments and likes that mimics a normal news post
and the general population that is unaware might believe it to be true. In politics, it
is believed that bots have disseminated false information and manipulated the public
views on the Brexit referendum and the trump-clinton contest. And has been referred to
as Weaponized AI Propaganda Machine, it is scary to be able to influence the public’s
opinion. Now another race occurs in which facebook is battling this misinformation issue
with more AI data driven defences. This includes AI that detects patterns in a text and
compares it to other text written by other AIs.[5] This is basically a cat and mouse race
on who gives up first.
Overall, AI is here to stay, one cannot deny this concept that has revolutionized our digital
world, moving to industry IOT 4.0. However, more regulation should be in place to force
designed or implementors of the AI to be accountable for it. The whole cat and mouse
effect of designers creating an AI and others creating something to catch that reminds me
of the whole antivirus industry again. Does the risk vs rewards outweigh the benefits? If
so, how can we ensure inclusivity for all being displaced by the age or machines?
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AI in integrated circuit
Li Hung-Ju
As artificial intelligence technology matures, IC Design and Fabrication will gradually be
combined with it. First of all, the biggest problem currently encountered in IC Design is
that the code is too long during design, which makes the chip consume a lot of transistors
to run. This will not only make the power consumption too high, but also the chip
scaling will become difficult. AI can help engineers shorten the length of the code when
writing codes or combine similar functions with each other to make the overall circuit
more streamlined. At the same time, IC Design will become easier, as long as people with
relevant foundations can easily get started, it can effectively reduce the cost of overall chip
design.
There are also many conditions for the testing volume of AI integrated circuits. Beyond
the design framework of the past, the amount of data that needs to be calculated is
increasing. How to maintain performance and save power is the key, such as high-speed
network bandwidth is limited, communication delays Challenges such as data privacy
and lack of network coverage. From the cloud to specific applications, the ability to
move the technology out of the laboratory and put it into practice will be enough to
enable manufacturers to make up their minds and occupy resources. When there are
more computing data in the chip, to improve performance, it is necessary to solve the two
key points of heat dissipation and memory consumption. It is not simply the problem of
adding more computing units. From the chip design, the complete design of the chip must
be considered. From a perspective, the future is the biggest challenge. Inside the chip,
the most important device for AI is Memory.
Computing based on the von Neumann architecture has repeatedly hit the memory wall
during the development of semiconductor technology, and many technological developments have started with this problem. From the earliest high-speed interface, highbandwidth memory (HBM; High Bandwidth Memory), increased CPU cache (such as
Zen 2), to heterogeneous integration of CPU and multiple memory chips (near-memory
computing), the development of photons Interconnecting memory and CPU, etc., is a general mobilization of the industry as a whole, from design, CPU, memory, foundry, and
packaging.
In the end, this problem can only be overcome by in-memory computing, which is called
‘’integrated storage and computing” in mainland China. After the wall between the memory and the CPU is removed, the power consumption of transmission is saved, the total
power consumption is nearly 200 times less, and the time of data transmission can be
omitted, and the performance is naturally greatly improved. This idea was proposed by
Kautz and others in Stanford in 1969, but it cannot be regarded as a purely ‘’new concept”, because human brain cells and the emerging qubits are originally calculated in
memory. Although the concept is good, the past calculations are biased towards generalpurpose CPU applications, and the memory technology is not mature enough, so there is
no practical field.
Now the opportunity is here. AIoT has power consumption, cost, latency, and security
considerations for edge components, and some applications have a large amount of data,
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such as self-driving cars and monitors, which generate data up to tens or even hundreds
of gigabytes per day. It is unreasonable in terms of efficiency and application purpose for
such a huge amount of data to be processed in the database. Processing with edge artificial intelligence chips and direct partial commands are the most efficient arrangements.
Because edge artificial intelligence, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), the
instructions involved are quite simple, basically the product of matrix and vector, and the
calculation belongs to the multiply-accumulate operation (MAC; Multiply-Accumulate),
which is based on memory It is highly feasible to make MAC units. There are two ways.
One is to modify the peripheral circuits of the memory to a small extent, but does not
affect the cell structure, and to add a reconfigurable circuit design; the other is to rely on
the input/output of the memory to operate logic operations.
Although I have tried to use SRAM and DRAM as the carrier of memory computing
before, and have considerable advantages in speed and technology maturity, it is difficult
to explain the power consumption of these two types of memory in the application of
AIoT. Using non-volatile memory as a carrier is the current consideration. NOR’s mature technology and reasonable cost are now the first choice. NAND has a high density
and has considerable advantages for calculations with larger amounts of data, but it has
higher power consumption and slower speed. Among the emerging memories, ReRAM
and PCRAM are the first in-memory computing carriers discussed. In addition to their
high speed and low power, their advantages are that their memory units can be multivalued-which is why they can also be used in neuromorphic chips. In terms of calculation
logic, the arrangement can be more flexible.
MRAM is also one of the candidates, and SRAM has already stepped into the field of
memory computing. Its speed and power consumption are both good, but it only has
two-bit values, and operations can only be done with bitwise Boolean logic. FeRAM is
now a popular fried chicken for emerging memory. Its speed is extremely fast, power
consumption is also low, and the structure has the opportunity to be manufactured in
3D like NAND. So as soon as it appears on the list of emerging memory, in-memory
computing applications are also included on the agenda. But FeRAM is only two-bit,
and its limitations are similar to MRAM, and its maturity is far less than other emerging
memories.
Fabrication is the next step in integrated circuit design. Manufacturing is the first to
introduce machine learning and the most effective part. There are usually hundreds of
manufacturing steps for a wafer, and each step has corresponding parameters and key
technologies. Parameters have different meanings in different steps, but they will affect
each other. AI can help engineers integrate related steps, not only can reduce costs and
time, but also make the overall process smoother. In addition, quality control after the
manufacturing process can also use the combination of big data and artificial intelligence
to find defective products more quickly and accurately.
From big data to AI technology investment, the overall chip manufacturing industry has
integrated advanced data analysis, smart diagnosis, self-reaction engine and production
knowledge and other technologies. The production model of the factory has also further
developed from ”automation” to ”intelligence.” Models, such as the development of a workin-process and production line management system, which can accurately control the water
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level of the work-in-process and is also equipped with a flexible demand/capacity model
system. In some mature factories, IoT and smart mobile devices are used to improve data
collection, yield tracking, material delivery, and process efficiency.
Overall, AI is bound to continuously optimize the design and manufacturing of integrated
circuits in the future. Not only that, but the cost of the entire integrated circuit will
also be greatly reduced. But some physical limits cannot be optimized using AI, such as
Moore’s Law. Moore’s Law is proposed by Gordon, one of the founders of Intel, a major
American semiconductor company. Transistors dominate the performance of the chip, and
Moore found that the number of transistors that can be accommodated on each chip will
increase in accordance with the law of geometric progression, doubling every year, and
computing performance will increase by 40
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Your new lab partner: A mobile AI chemist
Li Ke
Hiroshi Ishiguro, a professor at Osaka University, the father of modern robotics in Japan,
once said, ‘’There are two ways of human evolution, one is genetic evolution, and the
other is technological evolution. In his view, technological evolution is more important
than genetic evolution which is much faster.” The technical level mentioned means that
in the future, robots will replace human body and help humans perform actions.
Although we have seen this kind of scene countless times in movies or in our sleep, when
artificial intelligence robots really develop to this point, we can’t help but sigh, what else
can we do in the future?

Recently, researchers from the University of Liverpool have successfully developed an
artificial intelligence robotic chemist. This robot chemical furniture has humanoid features
and can work by itself in a standard laboratory and use various experimental instruments
like humans. However, unlike humans, this robot has unlimited patience, can consider tens
of dimensions of variables at the same time, work 21.5 hours a day, and the remaining time
is used to suspend charging. More importantly, this robot can think independently and
complete a series of experimental operations on its own. In the first test, the 1.75-meterhigh AI robot independently completed 668 experiments in 8 days and developed a new
chemical catalyst. This heavy achievement was published in the latest issue of ‘’Nature”
magazine in the form of a cover article.
Never-tired AI chemist
According to the researchers, this robot chemist can independently perform all tasks in
chemical experiments, such as weighing solids, distributing liquids, removing air from
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containers, running catalytic reactions, and quantifying reaction products, etc. It can even
perform the following tasks. Make your own decision about what chemical experiment you
need to perform in the next step. All of these experiments are done in the laboratory, and
the robot itself operates the experimental tools.
Moreover, this robot has the size and reach of human beings, so it can use experimental
equipment designed for human operation. It combines laser scanning and touch feedback
for positioning, and can move around in the laboratory freely to perform various tasks. In
a sense, it is like a human researcher and can use a variety of instruments.
This kind of robot is so powerful that it cannot be separated from the powerful artificial
intelligence algorithm designed by researchers. The brain of this robot, based on the results
of the previous experiment, analyzes variables in 10 dimensions, and can determine the
best experiment to be carried out in the next step from more than 100 million candidate
chemical experiments in the laboratory.
Concerns: chemist or experimenter
The paper mentions that the robot can independently perform all tasks in the experiment,
such as weighing solids, dispensing liquids, removing air from containers, running catalytic
reactions, and quantifying reaction products.
Laboratories need such a robot very much. Taking the droplet experiment operated by
the experimenter as an example, it is inevitable that there will be errors and lack of
experimental records. If operated by a robot, it can not only improve the efficiency of the
experiment, but also ensure the experimental record. The completeness of the test results
can also achieve the traceability of the test results.”
‘’A robot is just a chemistry experimenter.” A scientific researcher pointed out, ‘’A lot of
creative experimental results come from failed experiments, and robots cannot subjectively
value failed experiments.” The implication is that scientific researchers are better at
learning from failures and finding the way to success. ‘’This type of robot can be qualified
for some experimental positions, but it is still more difficult to be qualified for real scientific
positions.” Chen Baoquan, executive director of the Center for Frontier Computing and
Research of Peking University, told the China Science News, ‘’The robots are not doing
scientific research in the true sense of jobs.”
Ye Haifeng, a researcher at the School of Life Sciences at East China Normal University,
said in an interview with the China Science News: ‘’Robots are mainly used to reduce manpower and allow them to perform labor-intensive experiments. This is also a trend in the
development of laboratories in the future.” He gave an example, such as high-throughput
experimental screening is labor-intensive experiments, more suitable for robots. In other
words, original research work still depends on the human brain, and repetitive and process
work can be handed over to robots.
Scheduled by scientific researchers
The most powerful robots are also made by humans. While Yang Yang, a professor at
Shanghai University of Science and Technology, praised the AI chemists for being awe-
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some, he also discovered that this robotic arm system cannot yet independently design and
execute creative scientific experiments. It is equivalent to an advanced ‘’hardware-in-theloop” automatic simulation system. He further explained: ‘’Scientists have digitized and
automated the complete chemical experiment process and result evaluation criteria, and
then built this mobile, cross-domain automatic simulation through the precise combination
and comprehensive design of intelligent hardware and software algorithms. System. Precise process control, intelligent algorithms, and positioning technology allow the robotic
arm to tirelessly and accurately operate some highly automated instruments and equipment, and efficiently complete the complex experimental tasks set by the researchers in
advance.” ‘’Behind the advent of AI chemists cannot be separated from the knowledge
accumulation of scientific researchers. The main body is that scientific researchers control
the automation system and then control the robot.” Wang Xiao dong said, ‘’This is a
set of overall solutions. A laboratory may have a set of solutions. The robot system is
sufficient. If it is a test platform on one floor or even a building, then a more complex
operating system is required, which is designed and dispatched by scientific researchers.”
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AI not a threat, Its a better partner
Mainak Seal
Technologies have always been a threat to a certain section* of people for a certain period
of time. I remember one such example from Mumbai ports in India, when the first gantry
was installed for unloading the ships that come to the deck. Many people who used to
use muscle power to unload those ships went for protest against the new machinery saying
that it will make them jobless but in the future these machines became helpful to the
same people as now they can unload 100 of ships in that same time that they use to take
for unloading one ship and the machines have created new jobs that has helped people
evolve in terms of skill. Moreover, there were many dangers of accident that were avoided
by these machines. Similar to this case most of the people are seeing AI as threat just
because they see AI as a competitor to their job. But as per the history new technology
has always created new jobs, but there are handful of people that are concerned about the
other threat that can be seen the Si-Fi movies, AI will take over the human race in short
they will fix their own goals.
As a student who is working on mimicking the human synapse using resistive switching
memory I think that to achieve that kind of AI that can have a conversation in between
themselves without any human interference will take at least two decades and after that
also they will not be able to fix their own goals because the data we feed to the AI is its
whole world the AI cannot think beyond that.

There was a study where the AI was fed with data having fish images after the training
period when the AI was tested they found that the AI has acknowledged human fingers
as fish the reason to that was most of the images of fish that were fed to the system was a
human holding the fish in his hand so the AI identified fingers as a part of fish this might
be hilarious but this is the truth that the data we feed an AI is its whole world.
There can be some disadvantages of AI also but they wont be as simple as lost jobs or as
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big as taking over human race. As per me that threats can be like the number of internet
crimes such as honey trapping scams, misleading crowds towards some major issues, etc.
But these can be improved as the time passes.
Every innovation has pros and cons, in case of AI till now the pros are far more superior to
the cons and hence the people like Elon Musk who has given statements like mark my words
AI will be a bigger threat than nukes are also working towards developing the technology.
Now lets see this technology from a different direction. The image shown below is a called
Kardashev scale. The Kardashev scale is a method of measuring a civilization’s level of
technological advancement based on the amount of energy it is able to use. The measure
was proposed by Soviet astronomer Nikolai Kardashev in 1964. As per the scale human
civilization has not reached level 1 also.
To reach level one civilization we need to harness the energy of our mother star, that is
sun (solar energy) at this point the solar cells that we use has 17% approx. efficiency.
There is a concept where we can stack different semiconductor materials that can absorb
different spectrum of sunlight which can increase the efficiency of the solar panels. The
bottleneck is we need heavy computation power that can calculate all the parameters of
semiconductors that can be stacked. From this example what we understand? We can
see that the idea or the approach is human but the computational power of AI is used for
the end result. From this we can conclude that AI is and will be a better partner than a
threat to human race.
Lets see a particular field of AI such as image recognition in the field of medical science.
Cancer tumour detection in different parts of human body is at a boom right now there
are many AI research labs who are working in this field and getting results. There is a
team of people who help to train the AI based on previous data, in these cases the AI
only does image recognition and tell you if there is a cancer tumour or not then the doctor
reviews that and decide how to handle this kind of situation. Here also the analysis is
done by the human only just we are using the computational power of AI to accurately
detect the position of the tumour, no one is asking us to depend on AI for everything AI
is just a team member who does his work correct which helps the human race to improve.
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The scope of AI when combine with 3D printing
Ramachandran Murali Krishnan
Recently, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been adopted and growing rapidly in most prevalent field such as Medical, Robotics, Manufacturing etc. to do task with complex features.
These technologies have remarkable impact on todays global economy and existing product
system. In general, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is wide-ranging branch of computer science
concerned with building smart machines capable of performing tasks that typically require human intelligence. AI is an interdisciplinary science with multiple approaches, but
advancements in machine learning and deep learning are creating a paradigm shift in
virtually every sector of the tech industry. On the other hand, 3D printing or additive
manufacturing technology showing consistent result in the manufacturing industry and
obtained lot of consideration from various fields due to its ability to produce parts with
complex features.
This determination of result on the 3D printed part made the researcher to focus on
combination of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 3D printing to further improvement of
fabrication process also to minimize the possible errors. AI mostly combined with the
terms such as machine learning, neural networks, automation or artificial vision. The
assumption here is that a machine can solve given problem without assistance from human
being but after the combination of AI and 3D printing would increase the quality on
fabrication process as well as to minimize the error and to promote automatic production.
Moreover, there is huge market and investors are ready to invest on the product or services
of this combined technology. For instance, Automating the 3D printing workflow begin
with preparing the CAD model followed by slicing and printing the object. There are
some companies which uses this technique to automate their manual task such as data
collection, cost tracking, planning construction and to optimize the production capacity
by machine utilization and planning production orders according to the availability.
The AI can also be used to select material automatically according to our requirement, the
recommendation on the material is effective to achieve desired result. However, everything
cant automate by using AI, since there are some tasks which need human intervention such
as post processing. So, its better to reduce the task involved in early stage of fabrication
process. The range of selecting compactible material as per industrial requirement specially in the field of aerospace often require considering high temperature materials. The
high temperature material give desire result only after multiple optimizations on process
parameter. To undergo, the researcher places various sensor to capture the multiple behavior of material, whereas the AI integrated system will give accurate data and identify
the hidden parametric changes that are not recognizable to humans.
The AI on optimization of 3D printing process resulted in analysis of printability of the
product before the actual print start, the quality of printed product can easily predict, and
the process can be controlled which will show great impact in time saving. The process
also called pre-print evaluation. Optimization is most widely used to choose whether the
product is printable in terms of stability, shape or resilience which is effective with additive
manufacturing. By combining both the technologies will play a major role in the coming
years, especially in industrial applications, artificial intelligence and 3D printing are more
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connected than one might think: ‘’Todays additive manufacturing requires a high degree
of specialized knowledge for the production of parts. AI will adopt important rules in
the 3D printing workflow. Faster and smarter algorithms will reduce the manual process
performed by humans. AI will then allow access to large amounts of data to better manage
3D technologies.”
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On Moral Frameworks for AI Agents
Ryann Sim Wei Jian
The history of AI and in particular multi-agent reinforcement learning has heretofore relied
on the fundamental assumption that each agent has a well defined identity. Often, these
agents also have predefined beliefs about the environment and how it changes over time,
as well as pre-defined preferences regarding how to react to those changes. Indeed, when
designing such complex multi-agent systems, it is natural to see the preferences of agents
being designed exogenously. In the context of simpler systems such as Go or poker, this
assumption is entirely valid the goals, beliefs and preferences of each agent is clear by the
definition of the game.
However, when we bring these same ‘natural’ objective functions into real world systems,
there is potential for AI systems to go astray. For instance, in order to maximize accuracy in facial recognition systems, AI algorithms run the risk of misclassifying minorities
in the population. This has led to athletes such as three-time Super Bowl chamption
Duron Harmon being mistakenly matched to a database of criminal mugshots by Amazon’s Rekognition. Another example illustrates the potential for AI systems to fail under
extenuating circumstances. When a terrorist attack hit London in 2017, Uber rides around
the area spiked in pricing massively due to the increased demand in the affected area.
It is easy to see that the propagation of these awed or biased conclusions can lead to
unfair criticisms of AI as a force for good in the future of humanity. Indeed, many popular
news outlets and websites have cited the very examples mentioned above as proof that
the advent of AI is going to cause major ethical and moral concerns in many aspects of
human life. Solving these issues a priori is not a trivial problem, and there is no single
way to change the objective function (and indeed other aspects of an AI agent) to avoid
these problems across multiple applications and disciplines. Rather, a fundamental look
should be taken at what it means to design an AI agent’s beliefs, preferences and even
identity, as these elements determine how it learns and acts given any situation.
What exactly then constitutes the beliefs, preferences and identity of an AI system? The
de
nitions of each aren’t standardized in each application, but a simple example to illustrate
the relation between the three concepts is a network of self-driving cars. In this setting,
the preferences of the agents could be whether the car acts on behalf of the owner or the
occupant. The beliefs of each agent could pertain to data sharing within the network of
cars (for example, not transferring certain types of data or deleting data from each owner
after transferring ownership).
An agent’s identity is perhaps more nebulous to de
ne in general. For example, should a network of self driving cars be considered a single
agent, or many agents? Does the network of cars have a shared objective and react to
environmental changes in the same way? Naturally these question can end up seeming
rather philosophical. John Searle’s Chinese Room argument postulates that while it is
possible for an AI agent to pass the Turing test, no computer will ever truly understand
natural language or have an identity of its own. In other words, strong AI is impossible.
However, I believe that the identity of an AI agent is not entirely localized to the agent
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itself, but rather is shared by both the agent and its user. In other words, the purpose
for which the agent was designed affects its interactions with the environment around it.
This creates an interesting ethical dilemma when dealing with, for example, the facial
recognition systems used to profile (and subsequently track down and control) ethnic
Muslim Uighurs in China. Note that Amazon’s Recognition does the same with minority
groups, albeit unintentionally. The question then becomes one of intent, and how the
technology is used. All this serves to warn us as potential designers and users of AI that
the identity of an AI agent implicitly depends on the user’s intent.
Another less talked about aspect of an AI agent’s identity is its inherent malleability.
Consider again the example of self driving cars. Even after these cars have been deployed,
they could still periodically receive updates from their operating company. In any one
of these patches, a new aspect of control could be introduced which changes the identity
of the cars. For example, a new privacy law in the country of operation might result in
data sharing between cars to be limited, resulting in the car being unable to learn from
the information sent out by other cars on the road. Then, the agent might have to be
refactored to still perform up to expectations.
It is thus clear that the frameworks that we use to design AI agents depend heavily on both
moral and ethical considerations. In a perfect world, one could imagine a future where
AI agents can make moral judgements in difficult situations that benefit humanity. The
question then is if it is possible to design agents that are able to behave in this manner,
and if so, how can we do so?
Recent work in the space of computational social choice theory and moral AI has looked
into designing the moral frameworks of modern AI systems. A key element of these models lies in extending the representation of moral quandaries that AI agents will encounter
in the field. For example, consider a typical trolley problem where a self driving car’s
brakes fail on the street. The AI controlling the car has the unfortunate choice of either doing nothing and killing its driver, or swerving and killing a different person. In
both cases, a life is lost. However, as evidenced by data from MIT’s Moral Machine
(https://www.moralmachine.net/), the framing of the problems has a major impact on
what humans believe to be the morally ‘correct’ decision. Indeed, from user data collected
on the website, changing the type of person who is potentially killed (for example a cat
versus a pregnant woman) has a significant impact on the decisions made by users. Moreover, when the situations get more complex (for example when there are n passengers in
the car and m pedestrians), users tend to skew towards their own moral biases.
Thus, the idea conceived by researchers was to use the data from these moral and social
experiments as training data for machine learning models, which would then be embedded
within AI agents. This allows the agents to learn moral reasoning via the ‘wisdom of
the crowd’. Naturally there are several potential concerns with this approach. Firstly,
this relies on some sort of agreement or consensus being formed by the crowd. So what
happens if the issue is particularly polarizing and there are two or more groups of extreme
supporters or dissenters? These are questions that lie in the realm of social choice theory,
and how to decide on what is the best action for a population of voters. The solution to
above conundrum would then be to use large amounts of data and pairwise comparisons to
obtain preferences for each voter over all possible alternatives. Then, by using preference
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aggregation metrics, we can combine the individual models to deduce the preferences of
all voters over the given alternatives and generate a collective decision using a voting rule.
Recently, applications in several fields have been presented, with varying degrees of success.
For example, kidney exchange has been a pertinent problem in the medical community, as
finding optimal matchings between donors and patients is a difficult problem in general.
A team of researchers utilized a moral aggregation framework to generate rankings of
patients for kidney allocation. This led to certain classes of patients being given priority
based on human-elicited value judgements. The validity of these shifts in priority are of
course subjective, but it is clear that by applying a moral framework, they succeeded in
making AI agents act more ‘human’ when making decisions.
To conclude, the advent of modern AI has brought about concerns regarding the moral and
ethical soundness of the decisions our AI agents make. The standard predefined objective
functions, beliefs and preferences that modern AI models have sometimes resulted in errors
of judgement, which runs the risk of stymieing the progress of AI at large. However, there
is an intriguing intersection* between philosophy, social choice theory and AI which will
allow us as designers of AI systems to create moral frameworks, within which the AI we
design is capable of making better decisions, or at least more ‘human’ decisions.
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Role of Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare Robotics Technology
Seong Guang He Matthew
Introduction to healthcare robots
In the healthcare sector, robotic AI plays a very big role. AI in robotics helps to identify
the environment by processing the various input data received from the sensor. With
safety as the number 1 concern, AI will help to identify objects and human patients or
nurses to avoid hitting them which could result in serious injury. Especially in the hospital,
where there are already people who are weak or injured, we wouldnt want more injuries
to occur in the place where it is supposed to heal.
Robotics and AI play a critical role in the healthcare sector in terms of transportation
and payload delivery of important supplies. Fixed shaped morphology platforms face
limitations in locomotion and manoeuvring in dynamic environments. One viable approach to overcome this bottleneck is to design the next generation of highly versatile
self-reconfigurable robot base that can reconfigure its morphology in relation to the application to be deployed at a given instance, thereby, significantly optimizing resources.
Healthcare robots State of the art
Hospitals are an integral part of modern society and deliver their services 24/7. With
the increase in the elderly population, demographic factors, and cost control measure,
healthcare institutions are continuously putting efforts into improving the efficiency and
effectiveness of their operations and productivity. To this end, service robots and AI are
emerging as a viable option towards enhancing productivity in work processes covering
cleaning, logistics, surveillance, and patient handling. As seen from a general survey on
the current solutions and state of the arts do not incorporate the work processes covering
cleaning, logistics, surveillance, and patient handling all in one platform. There are numerous success stories and adoption in healthcare institutions using AI and robotics together.
The first commercially available mobile platform for hospitals was HelpMate. HelpMate is
able to move inside a hospital, using a map kept in its network database, it helps to carry
pharmaceutical equipment, food containers, paperwork and clinical examination tests for
distribution to hospital wards or emergency rooms, which comprises of healthcare, storage
areas, and logistic facilities, has a wide and diverse tech portfolio. In healthcare environments, their TransCar AGVs are usually used as push and pull vehicles (towing vehicles).
Some other instance is that of HOSPI, a robotic platform that on in-place of humans
can distribute goods autonomously. The robot can drive around while remaining aware
of its surroundings Using high-performance sensors and sophisticated collision-avoidance
software based on developed map knowledge, allowing it to transport goods safely and
efficiently without crashing into passers-by or different obstacles along its path.
With regards to cleaning functions, LightStrike Germ-Zapping Robots is the first disinfection device of its type to use AI to map out and provide powerful germicidal action from
200-315nm for cleaning applications. In contrast to UV-C mercury vapor, these platforms
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can provide approximately ”up to 4,300X more germicidal UV pathogen killing intensity”,
and in as little as 20 minutes they can disinfect an entire patient space. Cleanfix’s Robo
40s is a cleaning robot with AI that can clean up to 1200m without human intervention.
The CURONA navigation device, which reflects the eyes and brain of the platform, is
powered by 8 ultrasonic sensors and three infrared sensors. Three modes allow the robot
to maximize cleaning efficiency (random areas, corridor cleaning, and hallway cleaning).
Knightscope and Cobalt provide several examples of security applications. Some examples
of security applications include Knightscope and Cobalt. Some other robots are also being
developed for patient handling tasks, including Robear which Riken and the Sumitomo
Riko Company further developed. This robot of innovative nursing care is capable of
tasks such as removing a patient from a hospital bed or offering help to someone who
needs support to stand. This robot of experimental nursing care is capable of tasks such
as removing a patient from a bed or offering assistance to someone who needs support to
stand.
While there are numerous literatures showing the advantages of robots and AI in the
healthcare environment covering sanitation, logistics, protection, and patient handling
tasks, the traditional platforms withstand a number of performance problems that prevents their full potentiality from growing. Their application-specific architecture or fixed
morphology is one considerable cause due to their performance decline. This highly constrains them requiring an independent and dedicated set of resources for every application
class of robot being deployed. In traditional deployments, robots for every application class
requires dedicated communication and power infrastructures, maintenance processes, controls and manpower training needs resulting in huge costs, wastage in time and manpower.
Implications of robots and AI on the job market
The common misconception that people have with the advancement of robotics and AI
is that robots are going to take over our jobs. This is somewhat true but mostly not the
case. Having been doing robotics for a good portion of my research life, I believe that
the implications on robotics and AI will not only open new job opportunities, but it will
increase their efficiency as well. Even though some manual labour jobs will eventually be
phased out and replaced entirely with AI programmed robots, such as self-driving cars or
even automated farming, this will allow a shift in manpower training to a different sector
that we as humans would discover that we need. If we look into history, the printing press
and other robots did not cause a job loss, but an opposite effect, where more jobs were
created in place of the manual labour of manually printing books and newspaper. People
were trained to use the machines, which resulted in a larger increase in efficiency, which
resulted in cheaper prices for books and magazines, which resulted in a larger demand,
and finally more jobs for hire.
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AI & Blockchain
Sriharsha Ghanta
AI and Blockchain are the two hottest trending technologies. These two technologies are
robust in their ways. AI is entirely probabilistic. It is all about predicting the likelihood
of happening certain thing. It is continuously updating by changing the weights of the
decision-making. When it comes to the blockchain, it is deterministic and permanent.
Once the data is inside the chain, it is there forever. It is known what is there strictly at
a particular time. AI uses algorithms to guess the reality. Blockchain uses algorithms and
cryptography to record reality. Before jumping into the combination of both technologies,
let us take an understanding of these technologies individually.
Blockchain is a decentralized, distributed, public ledger that is used to store encrypted
data. Blockchain was first introduced in 1991 to timestamp digital documents such that
they cannot be backdated or modified. It was gone unnoticed until 2009 when an unknown
person called Satoshi Nakamoto applied this blockchain technology to transfer value between two people named Bitcoin. Blockchain is distributed ledger that is open to everyone
who is on the network. Once some data is recorded in this network, it is very difficult
to tamper. Each block of the blockchain contains the data, hash of the block, and the
hash of the previous block. The data stored here depends on the purpose the blockchain
is used. In the case of bitcoin, the details of the transaction like sender, receiver, and the
amount of the value are stored in the block. Having the details of the previous block in
the current block makes the blockchain so secure and difficult to tamper with. Because
if a blocks data has tampered with, its hash will be changed, which will not match the
hash present in the next block, which breaks the chain. If one changes a block, they would
need to recalculate the hash for the entire chain. To slow this process, blockchain has
proof-of-work algorithms, where one has to solve a set of mathematical problems before
adding a new block to the chain. Blockchain is more secure because it uses a peer-to-peer
network to store the ledger instead of the central server.
Artificial intelligence is implementing human-like learning, solving, and decision making
(almost) using the software. The AI is rapidly accelerating in developments with the
increase of computation power and low power technologies. The machine is fed with the
data, and algorithms use this data to train itself and make probabilistic decisions based
on that. AI is helpful in many ways where human abilities are limited, like complex
calculations, predictions using vast amounts of data, determine data-patterns, etc. AI
would become more accurate over time as it learns from the data. The core of AI is
deep learning. Deep learning is an extension to machine learning techniques that help
the machine to gain knowledge. Several types of networks are designed to increase the
learning capacity and prediction accuracy for a particular model.
So after getting an idea about both the technologies, we can say that these technologies are
very well suitable for many industries. They can do many things that are only imaginable
previously. They proved to be solving many issues that are unsolvable before their arrival.
What happens when we combine these two remarkable technologies? When it comes to
AI, all the gained knowledge is stored in a particular computer and accessed whenever
required. If AI is put on the blockchain, it would be distributed over the network. So
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every machine on the network would have the same amount of knowledge as others. If a
machine updates itself using specific data input, all the machines on the network would
also update as it is a decentralized peer-to-peer network. It also reduces the latency
between input and output. The conventional AI that we see has a central server where
all its knowledge is stored. So when a command is given, it requests the server for the
response. This causes a delay in getting the answer from the faraway server. If the AI
is on a distributed network like blockchain, it eliminates the need for a central server,
and all the machines update with the latest data available over the network. Consider
an example of self-driving cars. Three self-driving cars came to an intersection* point at
the same time. In conventional AI, the car would request a server that is far, far away
from its current location for a response for this scenario. By the time the response arrives,
the accident might have happened. If blockchain is incorporated in self-driving cars, the
car will respond much faster in such scenarios. Blockchain is also very useful in swarm
robotics, where the robots can communicate with each other in a peer-to-peer network
and share the sensor information with each other. It is known that the odometry of the
robot is not trustable data but we rely on that for autonomous navigation. If the group of
robots is on a blockchain network, the odometry from each robot can be compared with
one another, and the AI path planning can compensate for the error. And again, the error
will be known by every robot on the network, and they correct themselves.
Apart from the amazing benefits of letting the AI live on the blockchain. There are bad
things. If the AI is on the blockchain network, it is untampered and indestructible unless
the whole network is brought down. For example, the job of an AI is to create a piece of
music or art. It sells that entity on the marketplace and uses that money to buy more
computing power. Using this more computing power, it creates and sells more and more
art. It finally becomes the wealthiest on the planet, and no one can stop it because it lives
on a blockchain. You need to have 500 supercomputers combined hash power to tamper
the AI on the blockchain.
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AI in Gaming and its Future Implications
Tan Shao Hui Esmonde
One of the many controversies in the topic of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is its application
in the gaming industry. AI has seen tremendous breakthrough in the gaming world in
the last decades and there were many mixed reviews thus far. The industry has seen
more resistances than acceptances of its developments and developers are working their
way around it. It may pose a fundamental question to developers that if the game is too
intelligent for gamers to feel empowered, then the purpose of the gaming is lost. The
contents below explore the different aspects and attitudes towards AI gaming and how it
may progress in the future. If AI were to benefit us in the future, what would be the best
approach and how should it stir away from the negative impacts of AI applications?
Deep learning and AI
AI gaming commonly uses Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) to create bots and nonplayer characters(NPC) in their games. DRL uses both deep learning and reinforcement
learning to achieve its objective. Deep learning is a machine learning processes which
translates input data sets to output data sets modeled by artificial neural networks. Reinforcement learning is a learning process through which an agent is put in decision-making
scenarios with trial and error. The below diagram summarises the overall concept of deep
reinforcement learning.

Figure 2: Framework of Deep reinforcement learning [1]

Modeled similar to the Markovian Decision Process ([2]) (MDP), an agent is placed to
interact with an environment through actions. At any action will result in an observe
state, and at any certain actions a reward comes out from it. The objective of the MDP is
to determine a best policy for the best outcome. In the context of DRL, the best policy is
determined and learnt iteratively via an artificial neural network. These neural networks
are usually highly complex as is representative of a function of a given observe state, s, of
the agent, a, to determine the best outcome and reward, r.
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Deep Reinforcement Learning in Gaming
Research in AI Gaming excels in DRL. The environment can be easily modeled in the
virtual gaming environment compared to other real-world applications. From simple games
like snakes to highly complex chess games, there are many research on DRL gaming that
seen very interesting outcomes. An example illustrating outcomes of where the results
were unexpected was when the OpenAI team from US develop a simple hide-and-seek
environment. Two teams of AI bots are placed to compete against each other, one side
being the hiders and the other being seekers. After hundreds of millions of games, the bots
learnt to use tools to hide themselves, steal tools from their opponents and overcame the
physical boundaries of the virtual environment. It even managed to threw the opponents
tool out of the stated environment to prevent the opponent from winning.
These unexpected outcomes open up new and unprecedented avenues for AI. Some may
question the integrity of these outcomes as to how supervised it may be. How can we
benefit from these studies and outcomes to further aid in the development of AI gaming?
AI in Competitive Games
Competitive-based AI games traced back to the early 90s. The TD-Gammon introduce
learning parameters differing from other computer based programs at that time. It was
term as the first knowledge-free program, it went on to outplay all the other backgammon
programs, reaching intermediate-level human players. The development proved a crucial
first step in using reinforcement learning in the gaming environment.
A most recent landmark achievement for deep reinforcement learning is when Deepmind
launched a AlphaGo bot and challenged the World No.1 player Go player into a 5-game
match. Go is a 19 by 19 grid board game which encompass complex level of strategies
and outplaying the opponent to gain a higher portion of the board at the end. Often term
as the Holy-Grail of AI gaming, programmers have been spending many decades cracking
the 19 by 19 grid traditional board game. It reached its pinnacle stature when AlphaGo
defeated the world no. 1 player by 4-1. This landmark victory sent shockwaves across
both the human community and the AI programmers community. The most interesting
aspect of the match was the single win of the World No. 1 champion that the community
emphasized heavily on. It gives them hope to the human-playing world that thered still
be a chance whereby humans can be better than AI. Till date, he went on to be the
only competitive player to have won a single match against a deep learning AI bot. The
subsequent variants of AlphaGo went on the defeat other world-class players and remain
undefeated.
Another heavy-weight accomplishment in the modern era of the industries sees Open
AI Five defeat another world champion in the game of DOTA. The multi-billion dollar
industries attracted many attentions and investors, reaching out to programmers who are
yet to compete at the highest level of the gaming world. It was just about the time after
the landmark victory of AlphaGo where development of the bot started. The aim of the
game is to strategise between a team of 5 to outplay and outmaneuver the opponent in
a skirmish map, to take down the main key strategic tower at their base. Gamers who
knew the complexity of strategising a single 1-vs-1 game would know that the game of
5-vs-5 DOTA would be a hard one to crack, let alone developing a world-class competitive
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bot for it. There are a couple of key challenges the programmers encountered into its
developments, naming a continuous action space, partially observed states and continuous
observations space. After many iterations of play testing and developments, OpenAI five
defeated the world champions in 2019. They also want to produce a 99.4% win rate in
public matches. OpenAI Five opens up a new avenue of cooperative AI gaming never seen
before in the competitive world.
With all these developments of deep reinforcement learning in gaming, we have seen
outstanding accomplishments and developments in competitive gaming. Yet it garners
questions to be asked, are these games intended for humans or AI bots? Will further
development in these field have any rooms left for game developers?
Implications
As developments of AI gaming progresses, developers do start to turn back to basic principles of gaming. Gamers do seek empowerment and love feeling challenged in games, yet
they would still need to feel they have a chance to win. Can AI fulfill this basic principle?
For the game of Go, new strategies and sequences of moves from the AI bots have been
studied by both professional players and amateur players. The human Go community are
re-learning moves they have studied in books written for many centuries. This new revelation in the game questions the contents learnt from the pass and re-writes the supposed
best-fit moves in some of the scenarios. With the many new developments of the other
AI bots, the amateur world has gain new insights and learning opportunities through this
use of AIs.
For the virtual gaming environment, some would believe that these developments in the
competitive scene would cause more disruptions than advantages. Developers are starting
to tap into new avenues of developing NPCs in games. Developers are introducing new
concepts like smart NPCs where the game sought out to understand human emotions based
on their interaction with the game. One good example is the game ‘’Last of Us” where
an AI developed cooperative NPC name Ellie was programmed to create connection with
the gamer in a more intimate level. Though the game is not part of a competitive scene
as compared to the games previously mentioned, it was well-received by the community,
getting high recognitions and awards due to the complexity of interactive gameplay it
offers.
With the growth of AI, the gaming industry is in new era of transitioning. Gaming, as
a source of entertain, has existed for centuries and have gone through multiple stages of
developments and evolution. As AI has provided a new dimension to the game, it is up to
the gaming community: game developers and gamers, to decide if the benefits do outweigh
its disadvantages. For the most part, the gaming scene do benefit from new strategies and
new ways of interactions from the use of Ai. More so than ever, game developers have to
tread carefully in its uses of AI to truly reap the fruits of its labor.
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AI of Images
Tu Yen Cheng
This report discusses the artificial intelligence of images. The AI of Images is applied in
recognition and recovery. People are using this technology in police handle a case and
antique rehabilitation. Deep learning is the primary method for these kinds of technology which. Deep learning is a multilayer neural network learning algorithm that emerged
in recent years. It has brought a new wave to machine learning and making artificial
intelligence and human-computer interaction advance with significant strides. The principle of deep learning is self-learning by building a multilayer model and train it with
vast amounts of data. It can improve the accuracy rate of the classification or prediction.
Deep learning methods are representation-learning methods with multiple representation
levels, obtained by composing simple but non-linear modules that transform the model
at one story into a model at a higher, slightly more abstract level. With the composition
of enough such transformations, We can learn very complex functions. There are two
deep learning methods: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Deep Belief Network
(DBN). CNN consists of two core structures: a convolutional layer and a pooling layer.
Units in a convolutional layer are organized in feature maps, and each unit is connected
to local patches in the feature maps of the previous layer through a set of weights called a
filter bank. The result of this locally weighted sum is then passed through a non-linearity
such as a ReLU.
The role of the pooling layer is to merge semantically similar features into one. Because the
relative positions of the components forming a motif can vary somewhat, reliably detecting
the motif can be done by coarse-graining each feature’s status. The convolutional layer
shares many weights, and the pooling layer subsamples the output of the convolutional
layer and reduces the data rate from the layer below. DBN is a probability generation
model and belongs to an unsupervised learning algorithm. It consists of multiple Restricted Boltzmann Machine(RBM). RBM is a practical feature extraction method that
makes DBM extract more abstract features by stacking multiple RBM. The basic idea of
the greedy layer-wise unsupervised algorithm is taking DBN as a hierarchical structure,
unsupervised learning features in each layer, and fine-tuning the entire network with a
supervised learning method.
As knowing how its works, the function of AI can be divide as: classification, tagging,
detection, and segmentation. The first and most straightforward task we can accomplish
for classification and tagging is identifying what is in an image and how sure we are about
it. After confirmation of the ontology, need to tell the algorithm what classes of objects
it should identify beforehand. Moreover, as with all things simple, it is more complicated
than that. Then detection outputs the rectangle, or bounding box, on the image where the
objects are. Segmentation goes one step further. For each pixel, the most atomic element
of information in an image, AI will identify to which, if any, objects it belongs. The result
is an exact map, though it requires a lot of carefully annotated data. This is one reason
why use-cases in healthcare, particularly in cancer detection, are becoming more and more
widespread. These are the four primary methods used in AI of image. Even though these
technologies are very convenient, a large amount of information also represents a privacy
issue. In modern society, personal data also means a kind of private property. If we
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allow others to use personal data, no one can guarantee that there will be no problems.
Therefore, even though artificial intelligence can handle large amounts of data, how to use
it is still a question worth discussing. For example, although urban surveillance systems
can effectively reduce crime rates, it also means that others can control citizens at any time.
In this case, using artificial intelligence to process many images while protecting others’
privacy is currently being solved. I think artificial intelligence is necessary. With the rapid
development of science and technology today, only by mastering quick growth methods
can science and technology be limited by time. Knowing how to consider safety issues is
also a problem that We must believe. Therefore, the benefits that artificial intelligence can
bring to technology cannot be wholly abandoned. Here I also put forward my view that
even if science and technology’s advancement requires an inevitable sacrifice, it should be
subject to certain restrictions. The government should protect citizens’ safety through the
formulation of laws and restrict the industry’s authority for technological development.
Understanding artificial intelligence and analyzing data can also avoid leaking personal
information that we do not know. Artificial intelligence has initially been used to assist in
technological development. If we do not understand the tool’s technical principles, technology development will develop unfavorably. Therefore, as a beneficiary of technological
development, one must also have a thorough understanding of technology. We can draw
a simple conclusion through the above versions of existing deep learning research: the
database’s choice can determine the overall follow-up development. In the future development of artificial intelligence technology, we hope to protect the privacy and obtain
technological development results by choosing various databases. That is because, after
all, humans can only determine who uses artificial intelligence and how to use it. If we
do not want to be controlled by artificial intelligence, we must fully understand it. The
conclusion is that we should not abandon any possibility of technological development just
because we are worried. Artificial intelligence should be a weapon that contributes to technological development rather than the entirety of technological development. How to deal
with artificial intelligence without being over-reliant Subject is the main issue that needs to
solve. Excessive worry about artificial intelligence is unnecessary because worrying about
not using it is even more impossible. Understanding its essence, taking advantage of its
advantages, and avoiding its shortcomings is the correct way to face artificial intelligence.
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AI & Service Robots
Vinu Sivanantham
Over the past few decades, there has been a lot of research works done on the development
of service-based robots that focuses on assisting human for various applications such as
cleaning robots, surveillance systems, Maintenance robots, logistics service robots, etc.
With the rapid increase in the development of AI technology, the combination of service
robots with the AI and perception will lead to rapid innovation that can dramatically
improve the customer experience, service quality and productivity, all at the same time.
So, what are the benefits of AI on robots for each service sector?
Cleaning service robots
In the case of cleaning service robots, the current commercial cleaning robots focuses on
maximising the area coverage and perform efficient cleaning. However to perform these
tasks autonomously, the robots demands to the use of expensive sensors like Lidar, depth
camera and several other perceptive sensors to ensure maximum area coverage. AI in
this scenario can play a huge role by leveraging on the data generated from less expensive
sensors like usb camera and sonar bump sensors to train the models in such a way that the
the robot could plan efficient area coverage path planning. So in the future AI could be
the dominant factor that can cut the cost of the robot product and increase the efficiency
and performance.
Surveillance robots
In the aspect of Surveillance robots, there has been an increasing demand for the use of
surveillance systems on service robots with the current Covid 19 pandemic situation. One
of the main purpose of these surveillance robots is to monitor safe social distancing measure
in regions that have higher potential of crowd gathering. So frequent monitoring of the safe
social distancing measures are vital for the control of spread of virus. To monitor human
interactions in the environment, a much developed AI perceptive algorithm is required.
There are several algorithms developed in the recent times for human detection and pose
estimation like openpose, personlab, Deeppose and Mask RCNN. These algorithms are
either slow to estimate the human pose or fails to estimate the pose accurately. Improving
these AI based perceptive algorithm could help the robots to perform surveillance tasks
during pandemic situations.
Maintenance Service robots
In large scale industry or factory setup environments, over the long run of machines or
hardware systems the equipments will have wear and tear, so they often need to be serviced
and repaired. This is normally done to avoid breakdown of the equipments in the middle
of the process. Use of AI to predict the maintenance and repair time of the equipments
would increase better safety in the work environment, also increases better accuracy of
the product manufacturing and longer run of the equipments.
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Logistics Service robots
In the case of logistics applications supply chain management is rapidly evolving to meet
the humongous requirement of the consumers. Warehouse management plays an important
role in impacting the supply chain timeline. To cater this requirement, independent robot
units are deployed to handle the goods transport within the warehouse. With warehouses
getting bigger and housing a wide range of products with traits such as heavy, tall, long
among others, business owners cannot afford to maintain a wide range of robots with
different payload capacities for different commodities. So AI in this scenario could play
a huge role to estimate and plan the tasks by wisely using the limited number of robots
with a fixed payload capacity to perform a physically expensive task.
Conclusions
With AI in service robots , there are a lot of potential to improve the productivity and
quality of lifestyle. Undeniably, AI in future of the service robots can make it cost effective,
with the trade off of investing lot of time and resources for the development of AI techniques
for their respective applications. With time, this technology will become cheaper for
companies as the need to develop proprietary solutions reduces. As more advanced AI
solutions are integrated in robots, the margins of error will continue to reduce and it will
be easier to perform complex tasks with more consistency and autonomy.
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Future of Artificial Intelligence for Education
Wen Tao
Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to the simulation of human intelligence in machines that
are programmed to think like humans and mimic their actions. It can be also applied
to any machine that exhibits traits associated with a human mind such as learning and
problem-solving. Anyone who uses machines to replace humans to realize functions such as
recognition, analysis, and decision-making can be considered as using artificial intelligence
technology.
Currently, Artificial intelligence is divided into three categories:
1. Weak AI (Narrow AI and Applied AI): It is only good at a certain application, but
it does not have an effective solution beyond a specific field.
2. Strong AI (Artificial General Intelligence and Full AI): This is human-level artificial
intelligence because it is comparable to humans in all aspects. Meanwhile, it is also
impossible to simply distinguish between humans and machines.
3. Super Intelligence: It can surpass humans in all fields, including innovation and
creativity. It can also solve any problems that humans cannot solve.
AI continues to provide new solutions for teaching and learning globally, but it requires
advanced infrastructure and an active education ecosystem. How does this affect all countries in the world, especially developing countries, and should AI be a priority for bridging
the digital and social divide? We will discuss the challenges when introducing AI into
education and helping students prepare for the future study.
First, the technological environment required to promote the development is very complex,
which requires a variety of factors and systems to maintain harmony. Hence, it is necessary
to carry out public policy cooperation at the international and domestic levels to establish
an artificial intelligence ecosystem that serves sustainable development. Second, the least
developed countries are facing various risks brought about by new technological, economic
and social differentiation with the development of AI. We need to face some difficulties
such as basic technological infrastructure to create basic conditions and implement new
strategies to ensure the inclusiveness and fairness when improve learning through AI.
Teachers need to master new skills in order to use AI to promote teaching in an appropriate
way, and AI developers also need to understand how teachers work and create solutions
that are sustainable in a real-world environment. In addition, the world is moving towards
the digitalization of education, so work of improving national capacity to improve data
collection and systematization should be an important topic. We need to develop a highquality and inclusive data system. The development of AI should provide opportunities
to increase the importance of data in education system management.
We should be kept in mind that there are still difficulties when the education system vigorously promotes educational research and evaluation in order to promote decision-making.
Therefore, we need to strengthen the application of AI in education. Last, AI has raised
many ethical issues in terms of providing educational opportunities, providing individualized advice to students, the concentration of personal data, ownership of responsibilities,
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and data privacy. Hence, the realization of AI supervision requires public discussions
around ethics, accountability, transparency, and safety.
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Course Proceedings – Future Aspects of AI
1. Future Aspects of AI: 11 scenarios presented by 24 Graduate Students from SUTD.
Proceedings of a Final Workshop as part of the (distance-based) course Selected
Aspects of Artificial Intelligence. Guest Lecture, Prof Christoph Schommer, University Luxembourg, 1 – 5 June 2020.
2. Future Aspects of Artificial Intelligence. 11 scenarios presented by PhD and Master
students from SUTD. Proceedings of a final workshop as part of the (on-site) course
Selected Aspects of Artificial Intelligence. Guest Lecture, Prof Christoph
Schommer, University Luxembourg. 3 – 7 June 2019.
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